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CHEBYTOP II is an analysis tool that enables the user to conduct rapidly
the parametric analysis and optimization of interplanetary missions em-
ploying electrically propelled spacecraft. As the name implies, this is
the second version of CHEBYTOP to be released for distribution. Both
versions were developed under contract with Advanced Concepts and Mis-
sions Division%OART. The analytical and numerical algorithm used is
termed the Chebychev Optimization Method. The method avoids numerical
integration and the usual variational calculus solution by employing
polynomial representation and several other specialized techniques.
The program is specialized to solve for interplanetary trajectories,
with the planets themselves assumed massless. Planetary positions and
velocities are computed in the program from stored orbital elements.
The elements of the nine major planets are available, plus 8 additional
sets of elements as listed in Table 1, Either rendezvous (matching the
planet's orbital velocity about the sum), flyby (matching only the
planet's position at the terminal time) or excess velocity trajectories
may be obtained. Excess velocity trajectories are those which arrive or
depart from a massless planet with a specified velocity relative to the
planet.
The program will, at the user's option, determine optimum departure or
arrival dates between planets. It will also determine optimum in-plane
travel angles between orbits or between planets or orbits
CHEBYTOP II will compute either variable thrust or constrained thrust,
multiple-coast trajectories. Variable thrust answers are computed by
the Chebychev Optimization Method. Thrust-limited results are obtained
by a prediction scheme which uses the variable thrust answer as a basis
for approximating multiple-coast results.
The effects of thrust angle constraints on performance can be determined.
Either- powerplant mass fraction or the exhaust velocity, or both can be





The user has an option of specifying the nature of the power source as-
sumed to drive the electric thrusters. The power can be assumed either
constant or variable. The variable power option approximate;; a solar
power source, causing the power to vary as a function of the radius from
the sun. Either power option can be used with either variable or con-
strained thrust performance. Solar panel tilt and time dependent power
degradation can be considered.
The program is self-starting. In other words, only those boundary con-
ditions of immediate concern to the user need to input. Guesses of un-
determined multipliers and control variable state histories are
unnecessary.
Coding was done in FORTRAN IV for the IBM 360 or CDC 6000 series com-





The success and comparatively wide distribution of the original CHEBYTOP
program prompted a follow-on effort to expand the programs capabilities.
Therefore, CHEBYTOP II has been developed and supersedes the original
computer program. All of the capabilities of the first version have
been retained and a number of new features and improvements have been
added. CHEBYTOP II is constructed so that it can be used as a subroutine
of a master program. In fact, it contains several features which make
it especially suited to QUICKTOP, a mission analysis master program de-
scribed in Reference 1.
The development of the Chebychev Trajectory Optimization Program
(CHEBYTOP) was motivated by the need for a fast operating and reliable
low-thrust trajectory design tool. The determination of optimum finite--
thrust trajectories in a central force field normally requires solving
a problem in the calculus of variations. Conventional techniques for
attacking the problem require large amounts of computer time. CHEBYTOP
makes use of an analytical and numerical optimization method, described
in Reference 2, called by Chebychev Optimization Method. Through the
use of approximating polynomials the method reduces the variational
problem to one of ordinary calculus. Computational speed has been
achieved because the method eliminates the need for time-consuming nu-
merical integration and provides for rapid computation of the deriva-
tives of the payoff. In addition, since the method was developed with
computational efficiency in mind, the computer program is carefully
organized throughout to minimize the number of operations per iteration.
The solution of the optimum thrust--limited problem is divided into two
steps within CHEBYTOP II. Hence, the program is composed of two major
subprograms. The first, VTMODE ; solves the unconstrained continuous-
thrust case (Variable Thrust Mode) using the Chebychev Optimization
Method of Reference 2. The second subprogram, CTMODE, solves for the
constant specific impulse, constrained thrust mode, using the prediction
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An attempt was made to create a program which would determine an optimum 
trajectory given only the required mission design parameters and which 
would consistently achieve accurate convergence. Therefore, CHEBYTOP II 
is constructed so that it can be used as a subroutine of a mission anal-
ysis master program. Hence, auxiliary parameters, such as loop counters, 






The two-body equations of motion of an interplanetary vehicle are




where x = x(t) is the position vector of the vehicle, a = a(c) is the
applied acceleration vector, k is the gravitational constant of the sun,
and r = ^x . Let p = p(r,t) be the power level of Lhe power plant of
the vehicle with p o = p(1,o). ThEin the basic problem solved is that of
minimizing
d = f  ^a1 2 	po	 dto	 p(r,t)
subject to boundary conditions on x and thrusting constraints on a.
The trip time, T, is always assumed to be fixed. The end points, x(o)
and x (T), can be fixed or allowed to vary in a prescribed orbit so as
to determine optimum launch or arrival times. The program has three
options regarding k(o), x(T). They may be fixed (rendezvous) or vary
freely (flyby), or -;ary over a one or two--dimensional sphere (fixed
hyperbolic excess speeds).
The acceleration, a, may be completely unconstrained (variable thrust)
or else it may be assumed to derive from a constant Isp engine with shut
down and start up capability. In the latter case additional constraints
on the thrusting angle may also be imposed. For a constant Isp mode we
have
a(t) oP r t	
v(t),(t) 
= c^	 P 
t Q{t)
po	 0
Here a is the initial acceleration of the vehicle at 1 au, c the exhaust
0
velocity, u the relative mass of the vehicle, and v is a unit direction
vector.
1 during powered phase




For constraints on thrusting angle we have in addition
(v l - i - 0 COs 6= 0, 0 E 0
Here 0 is a set of cone angles (we allow a maximum of four).
The parameters ao , c and the set 0 may be optimized for maximum payload.





where Uw is the powerplant mass fraction, a  the powerplant specific mass,
and n(c) the efficiency curve of the thrusters. The simplest definition
of payload is p l - taw , where u  is the final vehicle mass fraction. More
complicated definitions are allowed.
The program solves the variable thrust optimization problem in exact
fashion; that is except for roundoff and truncation errors (and perhaps
inadequate convergence), the value of J obtained by the program can be
assumed to be the solution of the mathematical problem as posed. The
constrained thrust solution, on the other hand, is achieved using
certain approximations to the original mathematical problem, and there-
fore its validity must be ascertained on an empirical basis.
However in the three years of the program's existence in one form or
another, the constrained thrust approximation has been found to be
sufficiently accurate to permit reliable mission analysis.
MATHEMATICS OF VARIABLE THRUST SOLUTION
The basic mathematical foundation of this part of the program is con-
tained in ntference 2. Several modifications to the development found
there are necessary because of the following:
1. Polynomial patching capabilities have been included for more
efficient calculation of long trajectories.
2. A variable power option has been incorporated.
3. Optimal launch date capability has been incorporated.
4. A better iteration procedure has been developed for use in early
iterations when the trajectory is not in the neighborhood of an optimum.
6
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These changes are discussed in the following four sections:
1. Polynomial Patching
It was noted in Reference 2 that for long trajectories it is more
efficient to represent the position vector time history by several
small order polynomials matching position and velocity at junctions
rather than one large order polynomial. This program incorporates
that suggestion and provides for six polynomials of 9th order each.
The elapsed time along the trajectory covered by each polynomial is
varied internally by the program to obtain a better representation
of the trajectory. J then becomes a weighted sum of the perfor-
mance index for each polynomial. segment, or leg,
nl




Here T i is the elapsed time for the ith leg and P i is the perfor-
mance index of the ith leg as defined by Equation (S) in Reference
2. All differentiation formulas of Reference 2 can be applied
separately to each Pi.
2. Variable Power
The variable thrust algorithm of Reference 2 must be modified to
account for power which varies as a function of time and/or helio-
centric radius from the sun. In particular Equations (16), (17),
and (18) of the reference are affected. Let p(r,t) be the space-
craft power relative to 1 au and/or t = o. Let W be a column
vector with elements
Wv =	 j po
P ( r (s') ) , t (sv ) )
Let AV(m), m - 1,..,nd be a set of column vectors defined by
AV (m) = A-1 BAX (m) + Y (m)
7
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(Note that AV(m)/r 2 is the variable thrust acceleration vector).
Now let G(m), m = 1,..,nd be a set of column vectors defined by
G (m) = WAV (m)
i.e.
G(m)' = Wv AV(m)v
Then (16) becomes
nd
P = 1/2 E	 G(m) TF G(m)
M=l
Setting R(m) = FG(m), (17) and (18) become respectively
nd
Px (i) = z	 Gx (m,i) T R(m)
M-1
nd
Pxx(i,j) = E Gx(m,i) T FGx(m,j) + R(m)TGxx(m,i,j)
M-1
Setting H(i,j) = Yx(i,j) + WxW	 AV(i) and S(m) = WR(m), we obtain
nd
Px(i) = (A-1 BA) TS(i) + E	 H(m,i) S(m)
M-1
Pxx(i,j) = (A-1 BA) T WTFW(A-1BA) d
i, j
+ (A-1BA) T WT(FWH(i,j)
• HQ i) T WTFW (A-1BA)
nd
• m=1 H(m,i) WTFWH(m,j)
+ R(m) T Gxx(m,i,j)
The last term can be Pxpanded and is equal to
I(j,i)BA + BATI(i,j) T + ID(i,j)
where	 I(i,j) = S(i) WxW
and	 ID(i,j) = S(m) [Yxx(m,i,j) + WxW W Yx(m,j)





A redefined interpolation procedure was used in Reference 2 to
reduce execution time computing partial derivatives. This procedure
matched the polynomial derivatives at end points rather than inter--
po.ating the second and next to last Chebychev points. The inclu-
sion of variable power eliminates this savings, however, and Px, Pxx
are computed according to Equation (29), Reference 2.
3. Optimal Launch Dates
In Reference 2 optimization of hyperbolic excess velocity directions
at launch or arrival was accomplished by adding two new parameters,
a and s, the heliocentric longitude and latitude of the excess
velocity vector. These parameters were included with all the rest
to be optimized, and appeared functionally through the endpoint
velocity elements of the state vector. A new parameter a, the
Julian date of launch or arrival, is added when one of these dates
is to be optimized. The endpoint position and velocity elements of
the state vector are then dependent on }. through Kepler's equations,
and derivatives are computed accordingly.
Two different parameters a l , and a 2 are considered when both the
launch and arrival dates are free. (See section on INPUT). However
only a 2 is considered to be independent when launch and arrival
dates are constrained by fixed trip time. Then a 1 = a 2 - T, where T
is trip time. The latter causes a considerable complication in the
calculations because one free parameter appears in both the first
and last legs of the trajectory.
4. Better Iteration Procedure
Generally, Newton°s method is employed when the iterations have
progressed to the point that the trajectory is in the neighborhood
of an optimum. Away from an optimum Gauss' method is used (See
Reference 2). Whereas Newton's method is a true second order con-
vergence technique, Gauss' method emplcys only first derivative
of the nonlinear functions involved in the payoff. On this account
Gauss' method occasionally bogs down before reaching the point where
Newton's method can be employed. Hence it has been necessary to




Let us assume our payoff P as a function of a vector of free para-
meters x can be expressed
P(x) = G(x) T G(x)	 (^ )
where G(x) is a nonlinear vector function of x, and T denotes
transpose.
A Gauss' iteration producing an increment in the trajectory x at a
nominal state x  is defined by
[Gx(x0 ) T Gx(xo )]Qx = -fGx(x0 ) T G(x 0 )
	
(2)
Here f is a scale factor limiting the step size of 4x to insure a
decrease in payoff. If Gauss' iteration bogs down Ax will be small
and we may consider the differential equation
[Gx(xo ) TGx(X )] da = -f( p ) Gx(xQ ) TG(xo )	 (3)
Differentiating once more,
2
[CTx(xo ) TGx(xo ) ] d
df(p) 
Gx(x ) TG(x )dp	 o	 0
- f(p)[Gxx(x0)TG(x0) dp + Gx(xo ) TGx(xo) dp ]	 (4)
- Gx(x )TGxx (x ) dx dx - dx Gxx(x )Gx(x ) dx0	 o dp dp	 dp	 o	 o dp
Equation ( 3) is to be solved first and the result substituted into
(4). The actual increment in the trajectory will then be a function
of p defined by
2





A linear search on p is to be performed to find the value minimizing
P (xo
 + Ax(P))
f(p) may be chosen in a variety of ways.
f{p) = 1 l p will insure that the iteration reduces to the ordinary
Gauss' iteration when Gxx = 0.
Equation (5) is a second order correction to Gauss' method, and in
general results in faster convergence in those cases when Gauss'
method must take small steps to insure decreasing payoff.
MATHEMATICS OF THE CONSTRAINED THRUST SOLUTION
The basic mathematics of the program's constant Isp prediction scheme
are contained in Appendix D, which is an extension of the work done in
Reference 3. Only the first side condition has been employed in the
present program.
The scheme has been modified to include a solar power option and con-
straints on thrusting direction. A spacecraft centered coordinate system
is adopted as shown in Figure 1. Reference directions are towards the
sun and one other star. The usual star reference is Canopus, however,
the user is free input to whatever reference desired. As supplied, the
program uses a fictitious star located in the southern celestial sphere,
normal to the ecliptic plane. Thrust directions are defined by cone
and clock angles. Only cone angles can be constrained. The approximation
technique assumes the spacecraft is free to rotate about the spacecraft-
sun line. The basic assumption in the derivation given in Appendix D
is that the constrained thrust trajectory profile is closely approximated
by the variable thrust profile. The implications of this assumption are
that the acceleration levels, variable thrust compared to constrained,
cannot be vastly different, and the power profiles, constrained versus




























The program is intended to operate as a subroutine of a more general mis-
Sion analysis main program. The form of the input subroutine, therefore,
is left to the user. Variable thrust answers are obtained by calling the
VTMODE subroutine and thrust limited answers by following CALL VTMODE
with a call of the prediction subroutine, CTMODE. Perhaps the simplest
mode of program operation is tc compile a MAIN program which contains one
or more calls of subroutine VTMODE and CTMODE. The sample cases included
in Appendix C use this form of input.
In addition to the calls to VTMODE and CTMODE, several optional param-
eters can be set in the MAIN program via COMMON statements, If these
statements are omitted the parameters are given default values. The
optional parameters are described following the VTMODE and CTMODE call
list descriptions below,
Variable Thrust Mode Input
The call list to VTMODE to produce a variable thrust trajectory is as
follows:
CALL VTMODE(NC,RN,NPI,NP2,NB12NB2,NVl,NV2,Dl,D2,HV1,HV2,NPOW,NT)
The arguments of the subroutine are:
NC	 an integer specifying the number of dimensions (2 or 3), ex-
cept for nut-of-the-ecliptic probes or similar trajectories
which require a three-dimensional starting trajectory, in
which case set NC = 1e
RN	 a floating point number which limits the number of revolu-
tions about the sun, i.e., travel angle. The travel angle,
measured at the sun, will fall between RN and RN + 27r. (Ex-
cept in some instances where tracking is allowed, see NT
descriptions) The units-of RN are revolutions (RN = 1,5 is
37r radians).





	 the integer number of the departure planet, varying from 1
for Mercury to 9 for Pluto*.
NP2
	 the analogous number of the arrival planet
NB1
	
an integer with values 0, 1, 2.
0	 Launch position free in the orbit (not restricted to
planet ephemeris).
1	 Launch position tied to the launch planet, but variable
in orbit as dictated by planet ephemeris. If NBl = 1
then NB2 = 1 (program checks NB1 and sets NB2 if
needed).
2	 Launch position fixed.
NB2	 an interger with values 0, 1, 2.
0	 Arrival position free in orbit (not restricted to an
ephemeris) .
1	 Arrival position tied to an ephemeris, but variable.
If NB2 = 1 then NBI must = 1.
2	 Arrival position fixed.
NV1 Represents options for hyperbolic excess velocity at launch
planet.
	 NV1 = 0 flyby,	 1 for specified hyperbolic excess
speeds, and 2 for rendezvous.
NV2 Same as NV1, but for arrival planet.
D1 the modified Julian date of departure (Julian date minus
2440000).
D2 the modified Julian date of arrival..
H1 the initial hyperbolic excess velocity relative to the de-
parture planet (if NV1 = 1) in km/sec.
H2 the arrival hyperbolic excess velocity relative to the ar-
rival planet (if NV2 = 1) in km/sec.
NPOW the type of power supply
0	 for constant
1	 for variable
Eight additional sets of elements are contained in subroutine EPHEM.
Hence; NP1 and NP2 are permitted values tap to 16 (see Table 1 for the





NT	 a control which allows tracking from a previously computed
traje ctory
0	 no tracking, uses s tandard starting solution
1	 tracking
Constrained Thrust Mode Input
The call list to MODE to predict constrained thrust performance is
CALL CTMODE(WMU,C,ALPHAW,CONE(4),NCONE,NCONOP,NMUOP,NCOP)
The arguments of the subroutine are:
WMU
	 the powerplant mass fraction (non-negative, floating point)
C	 the exhaust velocity (km/sec) (floating point).
ALPHAW the powerplant specific mass (kg/kw)
CONE
	 a four vector of cone angles (deg,) (between 0 and 180)
NCONE an integer from 1 to 4 giving the number of permissible cone
angles.
NCONOP an integer with values 0, 1, or 2,
0	 all cone angles are permissible and NCONE and CONE are
ignored.
1	 the first NCONE elements of CONE are the only permis-
sible cone angles.
2	 the program automatically chooses the best NCONE cone
angles and subsequently places them in CONE
NMUOP an integer with values 0 or 10
0	 WMU is assumed to be input
1	 WMU is internally optimized and returned as output.
The initial value of WMU is irrelevant in this case.
NCOP	 an integer with values 0 or le
0	 C is input
1	 C is optimized and returned as output.
All four combinations of NCOP and NMUOP are possible
Optional COMMON Parameters
m 
Most of these options have been inserted to make CHEBYTOP II more co '^,-
patibl-e with QUICKTOP (see Reference 1)e They have been given the form
of COMKON statements since they are infrequently adjusted parameters





	 The angle is degrees the plane of the solar panels make with
the spacecraft-sun vector. Default value is 90°.
PLOSS	 a factor to cause a time variation in the power, p.
p = po 
e -(PLOSS) t
where p0 is the initial power at 1 au and t is in years.
Default value is 0.
COMMON/INERTS/TANKS
TANKS a factor which assigns tankage a percentage of the propel-
lant weight (for 10% tankage factor input TANKS = .1) .
Default value is 0.
COMMON/THRUST/BB,DD
BB and DD are parameters in the expression for thruster efficiency,





ELEM(7) An array of seven orbital elements to be inserted into the
14th position of the ephemeris array (see Table 1)(radians).
COMMON/ESTUF'F/ANGL,AYOU
This common block is used to modify the ephemeris array of Table 1
for the purpose of computing out-of-the-ecliptic probes (element
set 11) or solar probes (element set 13) .
ANGL
	
the orbital inclination of element set 11 (degrees)
AYOU	 the semi-major axis of element set 13(au°s)
COMMON/BDYP/SAY (3,4,2) ,PV,PC,BT,PMT
This, ' and the following statement, are output common blocks which




BDY	 2 3 x 4 x 2 array containing the vectors, x, x, a, a at each
endpoint (e.g., BDY(M,3,1) = a(M),M = 1,3)e BDY is computed
for the variable thrust solution only.
T	 2
PV	 the variable thrust value of 	 j	 a p° dt in au2/yr3
c^	 p
PC	 its constant thrust equivalent
BT	 the burn time of the thrusters (constrained thrust mode)
in years
PMF
	 the payload mass fraction (constrained thrust mode)
COW4,ON/PANDR/VELI,PRAT1,PRAT2,RRR1,RRR2,VEL2,D1,D2
VELI	 the magnitude of the excess velocity at the departure
planet (km/sec)
PRAT1
	 the power ratio, p/p o , at departure
PRAT2	 the power ratio, p/po, at arrival
RRRI	 the radius to the sun at departure (au)
RRR2
	
the radius to the sun at arrival (au)
VEL2	 the magnitude of the excess velocity at the arrival planet
(km/sec)
D1	 the modified Julian date of departure
D2	 the modified Julian date of arrival
•e
Comments on Input Constant Selection
The program is specialized to compute trajectories between the planets.
It therefore takes advantage of the low orbital inclinations (relative
to the ecliptic plant) by solving each trajectory in two dimensions,
then adding the third dimension, if desired, in a final iteration. In
cases where orbital inclinations are large, such as for out-of-the-
ecliptic probes, it may be necessary to perform all iterations in three
dimensions, including the computation of the starting solution. Setting
NC = 1 causes the starting solution to be computed in three dimensions
and all subsequent iterations also„ This option obviously increases run




It is necessary to anticipate the in-plane transfer angle desired. There
may exist local optimum solutions for each multiple of one revolution
about the sun. Normally the global optimum has the maximum number of
revolutions consistent with a smooth transition between the energy levels
of the beginning and final orbits. For NT = 0 the built-in starting so-
lution fits a smooth, usually monotonic, curve through the endpoints,
with the minimum number of solar revolutions specified by RN in the call
list. Subsequent iterations will not in general change this basic rev-
olution number. The user is advised to either refer to planetary
ephemerides, or to carefully compare input Julian dates with those of
similar solutions he already has on hand, to avoid slip ups in setting
the revolution counter, RN. In the earlier versions of CHEBYTOP the
argument RN was an integer, therefore the starting solution was either
less than 360° or greater than 360° (or less than/greater than 720%
etc.). Problems arose when the departure and arrival dates selected by
the analyst resulted in travel angles close to 360°. If the actual
travel angle was just over 360° but RN was set to zero (zero meant Less
than 360°) the resulting trajectory would have a ridiculously short
travel angle. The only way to avoid the problem was trial and error or,
heaven forbid, to look up the geometry in an ephemeris. The new float-
ing point system solves the problem for the analyst without handy ephem-
erides by allowing him to input .5 for the near 360° example, then the
program will restrict itself to answers between 7 and 37. If the track-
ing option (NT = 1) is used the counter RN becomes irrelevant. The
travel mangle will vary continuuusly with Dl and D2 (assuming changes in
these dates are sufficiently small). When tracking, all elements of the
call list may change. However, the user should track so that the posi-
tion vector time histories of successive trajectories are close. Other-
wise some trajectories might take longer to obtain by tracking from a
previous solution than by using the built-in starting procedure. It is
best to be on the conservative side when choosing a tracking step.
The nature of the bo=dary conditions must be input through NB1,NB2 and
NV1,NV2. The departure and arrival rositions (x, y, z) are determined
toy the input Julian dates, D1 and D2. The arguments NB1 and NB2 allow




positions. Therefore, if a 45° out-of-the ecliptic probe trajectory is
desired, the user can set NBl - 2 and NB2 = 0. The result will be a
trajectory which leaves the earth's orbit at the date specified and
achieves the desired 45° orbit with the optimum travel angle with the
travel time specified by the input Julian dates. Travel times are always
constant and equal to the difference between the input values of D1 and
D2.
The user may also select the option NBl = NB2 = 0 for the above example.
In that case the result will be an optimized earth departure date and
arrival position. Note that in either case the output values of the
Julian date reflect orbital position only, and not real time, i.e.,
their difference is not trip ;.ime. The only NB options that give real
time outputs are 1,1 and 2,2.
Some care must be exercised when using the optimum departure /arrival
options (NBl/NB2). There do exist local optimum solutions, such as the
ones shown in Figure 2, which the user may not be seeking but which will
adequately satisfy the program's convergence criteria. Optimum Mars de-
parture date searchs starting at points 1 and 2 in Figure 2 both con-
verged to the local optimum at Julian Day 2444460. Very slow convergence
is another danger when using &,e optimum departure /arrival option. In
the out-of- the-ecliptic probe case mentioned above for example, the
derivative of the payoff, J, with respect to departure and arrival dates
(the NB1 = NB2 = 0 option) is very small. In other words, the mission
cost is not strongly dependent on departure time, hence, successive
iterations make small changes in J and, when the first guess is a long
way from the optimum, many iterations will be used. The user might be
ejected from the machine for exceeding maximum time or get a FOLLOWING
TRAJECTORY FAILED TO CONVERGE comment in the printout. If either of
these stops occur the case should be examined. The user may decide to
accept the unconverged answer, if not, an improved first guess must be
input.
The type of velocity boundary condition is set by NV1 and NV2. If these
constants are set equal to either 0 or 2 any values input for H1 and H2
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not sufficient to merely set H1 and H2 equal to zero. The settings on
NU and NV2 tell the program to let the direction of the excess velocity
be free, to optimize the direction of the excess velocity for minimum
payoff, or to skip all consideration of excess velocity.
Before using the variable power option, NPOW = 1, the user should note
the form of the power profile in subroutine POWER. This profile was
taken from Reference 4. The procedure for altering this profile is dis-
cussed in the following section.
OUTPUT
'There are two forms of printed output available at the user's option,
one for a description of the variable thrust trajectory and one for the
constrained thrust mode. The variable thrust output is produced by fol-
lowing a call to VTMODE with
CALL VTOUT
Similarly the constrained thrust printout is obtained by following a
CTMODE call with
CALL CTOUT
Note that neither of the output routines has a call list. If neither
subroutine is called there will be no printed output. Samples of both
forms of output are given in Appendix C.
The variable thrust output contains the case number, the input call
lists, the order of polynomial fit used, the number of iterations needed
and a selected list of output parameters. following these is a trajec-
tory time history. The times are given at unequal intervals which de-
pend on the radius from the sun.
The following is a dictionary of output terms:
JV	 the performance index (m2 /sec 3)
Hl	 excess velocity at departure (km/sec)
H2	 excess velocity at arrival (km/sec)
Dl	 departure date(modified Julian day number). This date
is different fram the input D1 when NB1 is 0 or 1.
21
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D2 arrival date (modified Julian day number).	 This date
is different from the input D2 when BN2 is 0 or 1.
AL1 9 BE1 angles giving the direction of the departure Pxcess
velocity (degrees) measured as THETA and PHI below.
AL2,BE2 angles giving the direction of the arrival excess
velocity (degrees).
TIME tabulated at 26 points in days from departure.
X,Y,Z heliocentric ecliptic cartesi an coordinates of 1950.0
(au°s).
XD,YD,ZD coordinate velocities (au's/year)
R distance from the sun (au ° s)
THETA heliocentric longitude measured in the ecliptic plane
from the positive X--axis (degrees) .
PHI heliocentric Latitude measured from the ecliptic plane
(degrees).
CANE angle of the thrust vector measured from the
spacecraft-sun line (degrees) see Figure 1.
CLOCK angle of the thrust vector measured from a reference
directive in a plane perpendicular to the spacecraft-
sun litre (degrees) see Figure 1.
XZEE the angle by which the clock angle reference deviates
from the normal to the ecliptic plane (degrees).
MAG.A the magnitude of the thrust acceleration vector
(au/yr2 )
P/PO power level relative to that at 1 au.
NL the number of patched polynomials used in the solution
(maximum of 6)
NIT the number of iterations used in the solution.
The constrained thrust output, as shown in Appendix C, needs no further
explanation. Those output terms not contained in the above dictionary




This section contains brief descriptions of the program subroutines.
The index below is an alphabetical listing giving page locations.
INDEX OF SUBROUTINES
Subroutine Page Subroutine Page
ALIGN 24 MULT3 34
AMAP* 24 MULT4 34
AVTEST 24 MULT7 34
BAKSUB 25 MOLT8 34
COEFF 25 MULT9 35
CONOP 25 PATCH 35
CONST 26 PDERIV 35
COPTR 26 PMAP* 36
CTMODE 27 POLEVL 36
CTOUT 27 POWER 36
DDERVI 29 PXS 36
DDERV2 29 REDIST 37
DE RI V 29 RES CAL 37
EPHEM 29 ROOTR 37
ETA* 31 SEARCH 38
INDCAL 31 SQROOT 40
KOPTR 31 START 41
KROOT 32 STARTF* 41
LSERCH 32 TSHIFT 41
MCOPTR 33 VCAL 42
MODIFY 33 VTMODE 42
MODLEG 33 VTOUT 45
MOPTR 33 WMUL* 45
MULT2 33 WYDER 45




ALIGN:	 ALIGN serves two functions. It constructs the boundary
elements of the vector X using the array of boundary param-
eters (AL) and specified hyperbolic excess speeds (Hl, H2)
To do this ALIGN calls VCAL which actually performs the
necessary calculations
Secondly, ALIGN matches position and velocity at the patch
points. This is equivalent to matching the last elements
of X in one leg to the first elements in the next, weight-
ing the derivatives appropriately to account for the dif-
ference in leg times
AMAP:	 AMAP calculates 0 defined by Equation (14d) of Appendix D
at time H. In fact this value is returned as AMAP. How-
ever, other quantities are also calculated at time H. namely
the cone (ACONE) and clock (ACLOCK) angles of the con-
strained thrust acceleration as well as the reference angle
ZETA. (See Figure 1.) In addition the quantities (a ,c )
v v
andv -- (av ,cv) cv I AB and ABP respectively, as defined
in (14d) of Appendix D are also computed.




The purpose of AVTEST is to examine a converged trajectory
for smoothness of acceleration and add legs if necessary,
Generally START will assign enough legs for adequate pay-
off convergence, however, there may be jump discontinuities
in the acceleration magnitude time histories at patch
poin'Ls e The necessary conditions of the variable thrust
optimization problem imply a smooth acceleration time
history - but only in an idealized mathematical formulations
For the purpose of calculation the trajectory must be dis-
cretized and it the discretization is not fine enough it is
quite likely that a lower payoff can be achieved with a dis-
continuity in acceleration at points where the acceleration'




If the original number of legs is greater than one, AVTEST
will add a leg when at some patch point the ratio of a jump
to the minimum value on either side is greater than .l. If
the original number of legs is one, AVTEST will simply add
one leg.
BAKSUB:	 This routine solves the equation AX = B for X once the coef-
ficient matrix A has been square-rooted by SQROOT. (See
Reference 7 for a brief discussion of the square root method
of solving a set of linear equations.) The loop 40 com-
prises the forward substitution and the loop 92 performs
the backward substitution.
COEFF:	 This routine computes the coefficients of an 8th order
polynomial approximating J. The coefficients are stored
in the array CO for later use in a one-dimensional search.
CONOP o
	 This subroutine computes optimum cone angles as explained
in Appendix D, Part III. Inputs to this routine are out-
puts of the unconstrained cone angle case. STP is a vec-
tor of length NST containing normalized switch times. BoT
is the normalized value of ao /c, PHE the vector of length
NNN containing lav(T)l, and ACONE the vector of length NNN
containing the cone angle of ay . PHE1 and PHE2 are vectors
of length NNN containing (av ,cv), and la  - (av,cv)cvl,
respectively. Finally NCONE is the number of desired op-
timal cone angles, and CONE a vector in which they are to
be stored.
The following are internal quantities defined by CONOP.
PHE5, PHE6, and PHE7 and 2 
o PHE,	 PHE1, and u PHE2,
respectively. PHE3 and PHE4 are 	 f T (a ,c )	 dT and
TO	 V v P
T 





P is the value of the right side of Equation (14b) (without
the factor ao), Gl and G2 vectors containing the cosine and
sine of the cone angles, respectively, S1 and S2 vectors
whose j th element contains
T




where the integrals are evaluated only over that portion of
the trajectory where the j th cone angle is selected by (14d).
The loop 99 interates on cone angles to find the set maxi-
mining P. The loop 89 updates the cone angles after each
iteration and replaces "lost" cone angles with the cone
angle of a  at the most advantagous place (IMAX) .
CONST:
	 CONST computes the matrices of constants describing
Chebychev interpolation, differentiation, and integration.
These matrices compose the common blocks CONS1 and CONS2.
The order of the Chebychev fit (NP) is brought in through
the call lis t.
CONST is called only once regardless of the number of cases
run.
COPTR:
	 This routine provides the logic for optimizing payload with
respect to exhaust velocity assuming fixed powerplant mass
fraction. COPTR repeatedly calls ROOTR with various values
of c using Golden sectioning (Page 242, Reference 6) to
isolate the optimum. The loop 15 steps off c from o to
until a decrease in payload occurs. The loop 90 then nar-
rows dawn the resulting interval to a point where parabolic





The call list is passed on the ROOTR except for R03, which
is the optimal exhaust velocity calculated by COPTR. One
can check ROOTR and subsequently KROOT for explanation of
quantities in the list, WMU, ALPHAW, and WMUI are also
used by the payload calculation routine WMUL, and these
quantities are defined there.
CTMODE:	 This is the control program for the constrained thrust pre-
diction schemes The call list is explained in the section
on INPUT. CTMODE uses the following subroutines in order to
construct the constrained thrust approximation.
PMAP To tabulate power as a function of time
RESCAL To construct time intervals during which
equal amounts of power are consumed, there-
by making possible the transformation of
variables discussed in the last section of
Part I, Appendix D.
AMAP To calculate 0 as defined by Equation (14d)
of Part I, Appendix D.
ROOTR To obtain the value of K in (14e) which
leads to a solution of (14b)
COPTR
To optimize on c, uw , and c and Uw respec-
MOPTR
tively as discussed in Appendix D. Part II.
MCOPTR
CONOP To determine optimum cone angles.
Subroutines PAM? and AMAP use results stored in COMMON
by subroutine VTMODE. Hence, CTMODE operate on data
stored by the most recent call to VTMODE .
CTOUT: This subroutine displays the results of the constrained
thrust prediction scheme in the format shown in Appendix C.
The number of time points printed is variable and is equal
to 20 (NL) + 1, where NL is the final number of legs re-
quired by the variable thrust trajectory. Note that the
time intervals are not necessarily equally spaced in the










This routine evaluates J Lad its directional derivative for
use in the linear search routine LSERCH. DDERVI uses the
polynomial approximation to J calculated in COEFF. However,
if either the first or last leg of the trajectory involves
a hyperbolic excess velocity or variable Julian date, the
contribution to J of this leg is computed exactly by DDERV2.
RO is the scalar parameter of the linear search, P is the
total J. and PRO the derivative of J with respect to R0.
DDERV2:	 This routine performs the same function as DDERVI, but makes
exact rather than approximate evaluations. DDERV2 calls
WYDER to obtain J for each leg as well as necessary quanti-
ties to compute ddRO°
DERIV:	 This subroutine calculates the first and second partial
derivatives of each leg in accordance with the formulas of
the section on mathematics of the variable thrust program.
If NO = 2 (Gauss method) the pseudo second partial deriva-
tives are stored symmetrically in the PXX array, with the
diagonal partials stored in PDIAG as well. If NO W 3
(Newtons method) the true second partial derivatives are
stored on the main diagonal and below, while the pseudo
second partial derivatives are stored above the main di-
agonal and in PDIAG.
EPHEM:	 EPHEM is the subroutine which determines the heliocentric
cartesain components of position and (its first three
derivatives with respect to time) for the launch or ar-
rival bodies. The integer N in the call list is the number
of the desired body, and the quantity D is the Julian date
(-2440000) at which its state is to be calculated. The
output of EPHEM is the vector V whose components are
e	 .	 .	 ..
	
..	 .. o.	 .... ...
x 9Y, Z , X ,Y, Z , X ,Y,Z, X ,Y, z in order. These Knits are au and
yr.
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TABLE 1 - ORIBITAL ELEMENTS
W
Semitmajor Eccentricity Inclination Longitude Longitude Mean Epoch
axis of node of longitude date
perihellion of epoch (modified
Julian
au (degrees) (degrees) (degrees) (de Tees) _days)
1. MERCURY .387099 .205627 7.00399 47.85714 76.83309 222.6217 -3065.0
2. VENUS .723332 .006793 3.39433 76.31972 131.0083 174.2943 -3065.0
3. EARTH 1.000000 .016726 0.0 0.0 102.525 100.15 81 -3065.0
4. MARS 1.523691 ,093368 1.84991 49.24903 335.3227 258.7673 -3065.0
5. JUPITER 5.202803 .048435 1.30536 100.0444 13.67823 259.8331 -3065.0
6. SATURN 9,538843 .05-5682 2.48991 113.3075 92.26447 280.6713 -3065.0
7. URANUS 19.18195 .047209 .773058 73.79630 170.0108 141.3050 -3065.0
8. NEPTUNE 30.05779 .008575 1.77375 131.3398 44.27395 216.9409 -3065.0
9. PLUTO 39.43871 .250236 17.1699 109.8856 224.1602 181.6463 -3065.0
10. DARREST 3.4477 .623 19.61 138.98 315.83 315.83 5230.0
11. EXTRA 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12. CERES 2.7675 .07590 10.607 80.514 152.367 52.37098 952.5
13. SOLAR .l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14. INPUT* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15. EROS 1.4581 .223 10.83 304.006 122.069 112.953 -9800.0
16. ENCRE 2.2180 .847 11.95 334.189 160.170 160.170 4580.0












The matrix E contains the orbital elements of the bodies
as follows:
E(1,N) = semi major axis (au)
E(2,N) = eccentricity
E(3 0 N) = inclination to the ecliptic (radians)
E(4,N) = longitude of the ascending node (radians)
E 0 ,w) = longitude of perihelion (radians)
E(6,N) = mean longitude of epoch (radians)
E(7,N) = Julian date at epoch (-2440000)
As originally delivered the program contains the elements
given in Table 1
The portion of the program from the loop 1 to statement 6
involves the handling of common input for special cases,
e.g., out of ecliptic probe, solar probe, etc.
The loop 100 solves Kepler°s equation using Newton's
method, and ::ry e statements from 200 to the loop 300 compute
position and velocity vectors. The loop 300 then calculates
acceleration and its time derivative
ETA:	 This function routine simply calculates efficiency of the
thrustors (ETA) as a function of exhaust velocity (c). The
formula in the subroutine listing of this document is a
fairly good analytic expression for ion-propulsion engines	
P
and contains parameters BB,DD (of the common block THRUST)
which can easily be adjusted. However, the user is free to
substitute any function desired, even if ,defined by tables
INDCAL:	 The purpose of this routine is the calculation of various
indices used throughout the program. These particular in-
dices depend upon the type of boundary conditions specified
at each end, and the call list reflects this facto Most of
the indices are stored in the common block INDEX
KOPTR:	 For fixed ao/c KOPTR optinLizes payload with respect to K
of (14e), Appendix D. KOPTR is an inner loop for MCOPTR,
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and one should check the explanation of that routine.
KOPTR makes multiple calls to KROOT with different values
of K. The optimization logic is identical to that of MOPTR
and will not be discussed here.
The call list is passed on to ETA, KROOT or WMUL and is
treated in these routines.
KROOT:
	 This subroutine performs a forward integration of Equations
(14 a, b, c) of Appendix D f?sing the switching function of
(14e) to determine a. The function 0 of (14d) along with
the number of fixed integration steps are the first two in-
puts in the call list. These are followed by the value of
a
0 
/c (normalized if variable power is considered) and K.
PV here is the output value of the right side of (14b)
(divided by c) , and WMU1 the final mass fraction. ST is
the vector of resultant normalized switch times and NST its
length. TEST is a floating poir,*, number which is positive
or negative depending on whether the forward integration is
considered to be valid or invalid, respectively. An in-
valid integration is assumed if the mass fraction goes neg-
ative or if 
KMIN 
turns out to be greater than K. (See Part
III of Appendix D.)
Integration in this subroutine is performed using the simple
trapezoidal rule. Linear interpolation is used to find
switch points.
LSERCH:	 This routine provides the logic for minimizing a function
(P) of one variable (RO) . It assumes P and the derivative
of P with respect to RO (PRO) are available through the sub-
routine DDERIV . ROo , Po, PROo are brought  in through the
call list as initial values. RO, P , PRO are also brought  in
as an initial guess to the optimal values.
It is assumed that PROo is nonpositive. The loop 10 then
steps off in the positive RO direction until a positive,.




interval halves and researches for zero derivative. If the
resulting payoff P is greater than Po, LSERCH launches into
the Golden sectioning loop 90. Golder: sectioning (Reference
6) is a linear search algorithm which uses only function
values and not derivatives to isolate a minimum.
MCOPTR:	 This routine is called when both exhaust velocity, c, and
powerplant mass fraction, uw , are to be optimized for maxi-
mum payload. In accordance with the discussion of Part III,
Appendix D. two equivalent parameters ao /c and K are sub-
stituted for c and p w . (Acutally a normalized value of
ao/c is used in the case of variable power.) MCOPTR pro-
vides the .logic for optimizing a 
0 /c in an outer loop and
makes repeated calls to KOPTR, which optimizes K in an
inner loop.
The operation of MCOPTR is conceptually the same as that
of COPTR and is discussed in that routine's explanation.
MODIFY:	 MODIFY takes the solution of the SQROOT and BAKSUB routines
(PX) and extracts quantities determining the actual change
in the position vector (X). In the case of auxiliary
parameters (hyperbolic excess velocity directions and Julian
dates) the first and/or last few elements of PX are the
changes in these parameters and are loaded into DAL. The
remaining elements constitute direct changes in the X vector
itself and are loaded into the vector DX.
MODLEG:	 The primary input to MODLEG is a time S between 0 and the
trip time (TT) . MODLEG then determines to which leg this
time corresponds (LN) and what fraction of the total time
of the leg has elapsed up to this time. S is then replaced
by the latter quanLity.
MOPTR:	 MOPTR is identical in concept to COPTR except that exhaust






A trivial subroutine which multiplies two matrices
MULT3:
	
The purpose of this subroutine is to convert back and forth
between two differe-t vector representations of the trajec-
tory. Internally the program uses vectors containing the
position of the vehicle evaluated at Cheby chev points. How-
ever, the boundary conditions and continuity conditions at
patch points require the knowledge of the derivative of
position with respect to time at endpoints, The construc-
tion of a modified position vector for this purpose is dis-
cussed in Reference 2. When MULT3 is called with V as its
first argument it is cenv,arting the modified vector to an
unmodified one. Vice-versa when called with U.






if L ,. 1, or
2




m - 1, .. ,nd
M = 1,..,nd
if L : 2
(See Reference 2 for interpretation.)
MULTI:
	 This subroutine performs the matrix multiplication implied
by the equation
C(k) = A(k)TB(k)	 k = 1,2
If NS is 2, C(k) is assumed to be symmetric and some
savings result.
MULT8: This subroutine performs the matrix multiplication implied
by the equation
2





If NS is 2, B is assumed to be symmetric and some savings
result. See Reference 2 for definitions of U and I.
MULT9:
	
This subroutine performs the matrix multiplication implied
by the equation
2
C = Z U(k) T
 ATU(k) B
k=l
If NS is 2, C is assumed to be symmetric and some savings
result.
PATCH:	 PATCH has two functions. In the loops 49 and 90 it modifies
the derivative matrices for the first and last legs in case
hyperbolic excess velocity directions or Julian dates are
to be optimized. The derivatives of P with respect to X at
the endpoints are replaced by the derivatives of P with
respect to these auxiliary parameters. (See Reference 2.)
In the second portion of the subroutine the derivatives are
patched together at ,junction points. The payoff J is of
the form
NL
J = I	 2T3(LN)PLN(X)
LN=l
where PLN is the payoff corresponding to the LN leg. PLN
depends only on the LN leg of the vector X. Thus the
derivatives of J with respect to any given element of X
can be calculated by differentiating just one function
PLN --- unless that element happens to be one of the last
two elements of a leg. Then the succeeding P also depends
on this element. PATCH adds the two components of the
derivative together to form the total derivative of J.
PDERIV:	 The only purpose of PDERIV is to call WYDER and DERIV for
each leg of the trajectory. In the process of doing so,




PMAP:	 PMAP furnishes CTMODE with the power level at time H. The
vectors necessary to calculate this value are obtained from
VTMODE through the common block OUT.
POLEVL:	 Roughly, POLEVL evaluates either the zero or first deriva-
tive of a polynomial with coefficients Y at a point S. The
result is stored in G. The order of the derivative evaluated
in NO. POLEVL is capable of evaluating three polynomials at
a time, since the position, velocity, and acceleration vec-
tors of the trajectory have three cartesian components.
POWER:	 The purpose of this subroutine is the calculation of the
relative power level of the powerplant at heliocentric
radius R and time T. Two options are available depending
on the integer NPO. If NPO is o the power level is assumed
to be independent of radius, whereas if NPO is 1 the power
profile with respect to radius is assumed to be that of
Reference 4. In either case the power may be diminished by
the quantity FACTOR, which takes into account a percentage
power loss per year (PLOSS), and a uniform loss (TILT).
In the case of solar power the latter loss corresponds to
an attitude anomaly of the solar array.
NO is an integer which specifies the desired order of
derivatives of the power profile with respect to radius.
If NO is o only Po, the actual power level is calculated.
If NO is 1. P1 or dRi s also evaluated, and if NO is 2,2
P2 or 
d R2 is calculated.
dR
PXS:	 PXS calculates the quantities necessary for employment of
thy modified Gauss' method (see mathematics of Variable
Thrust Solution). PXS is called for each leg of the tra-
jectory. If auxiliary parameters are being optimized in
the first and/or last legs, NA is set equal to one and




	 This subroutine takes the new patch times calculated by
TSHIFT and redistributes the legs of the trajectory to fit
these times. The redistribution is done by evaluating the
old position vector polynomial at the new Chebychev points
of each leg.
The patch time dependent quantities T,TACUM,TI,T2,T3, and
TP are also evaluated anew.
RESCAL:	 This subprogram solves the differential equation
d?'
dt= P (t), -1 (o) = o	 0<t<l
using Sampson's rule with N equally spaced points, where
N is odd and N < 301. The solution z = i (ti), Ti = N - I
i = 1 0 2,--N is loaded into the array TAUS. It is assumed
that P > 0, hence the inverse function t = t(T) exists.
This function is tabulated at N equally spaced and loaded
into TAU.
1
The quantity SCALE is f o P(t)dt.
ROOTR:
	
This subroutine provides the logic for finding the value
of K in Equation (14e), Appendix D, such that (14b) is
satisfied. The procedure is described at the beginning of
Part III of Appendix D. ROOTR calls KROOT with various
values of K and analyzes WJVTST, or 0 t
ft 
l ^ dT to
O
determine better approximations of the root.
The loop 30 decreases K from KMAX until TEST is less than
zero, or WJVTST is greater than WJV, i.e., JV/c. The loop
5 then interval halves, either isolating the root or deter-
mining none exists. In the latter case ROOTR returns a
negative final mass fraction whose magnitude is roughly
proportional to the ratio of the left side of (14b) over
the right. This insures correct functioning of outer search
loops which call ROOTR.
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Many quantities of the call list of ROOTR are simply passed
on to KROOT and one can check KROOT for their definition.
PV is the variable thrust J and PHEMAX is the maximum ele-
ment of PHE. The remaining quantities are used to compute
Bo T, the normalized value of a
0 /c.
SEARCH:	 SEARCH executes an iteration as follows. PDERIV is called
to calculate the payoff and first and (possibly pseudo) sec-
ond partial derivatives of the payoff. PATCH modifies these
partials to enable optimizing auxiliary parameters (hyper-
bolic excess velocity direct-:ions and Julian dates) if any,
and to account for patching of each leg of the trajectory.
SQROOT then extracts the square root of the second partial
matrix (PXX).
If a negative square root is en.:ountered (only possible
when NO = 3 or NH = 3), PXX is appropriately modified (NO =
2 or NH = 2) and SQROOT is called again.
Upon successful completion of SQROOT, BAKSUB is called to
complete the solution to the set of linear equations (see
Mathematics of Variable Thrust Solution). Note that the
solution is loaded into the input array PX. MODIFY then
takes the solution delivered by BAKSUB and converts it to
actual changes in trajectory parameters which are loaded
into DX1 and DALl.
DDERV2 is called to see if these changes result in a tra-
jectory with smaller J. If so a RETURN is executed. If
not a linear search is performed as follows. The loop 180
calls PXS for each leg to calculate the quantities necessary
for execution of a second order Gauss iteration. (See
Mathematics of the Variable Thrust Solution.) PATCH,
BAKSUB, and MODIFY are called to complete the computation








At this point COEFF computes a polynomial approximation to
J for the first and second order changes just calculated
LSERCH minimizes this polynomial. If the resultant payoff
is larger than the original, it is assumed that the poly-
nomial approximation is invalid. LSERCH is again called,
and this time J is computed exactly.
The trajectory is updated and a RETURN executed.
SQROOT:	 SQROOT takes the square root of a matrix A which is sym-
metric and positive definite. (See Reference 7.)
In our case A is the matrix of (psuedo) second partial
derivatives of J. Because of the division of the trajec-
tory into legs this matrix has the following form:
The coupling occurs only in subspaces corresponding to the
elements of X common to two legs, i.e., position and vel-
ocity at patch points. By taking advantage of the struc-
ture of this matrix the square root process is essentially
reduced to taking the square root of each block. This is
done in the loop 45.
In the case NBl = 1 and NB2 = 1, the last row and column
are nonzero due to the fact launch and arrival dates are
coupled. The portion of the program between statements 45
and 78 account for this anomaly.
At the beginning of the subroutine NSUCC is set oe Upon
successful completion of the routine NSUCC is set equal to
1. If the routine encounters a negative square root (only
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possible when NO = 3 or NH = 3, and A is not positive defi-
nite) a return is executed with NSUCC still 0 - signaling
failure.
START:	 START has two functions. The first is to choose the number
of legs (NQ necessary for adequate definition of the tra-
jectory. The choice depends on the travel angle (Q) and
percent change of radius (DR) between the launch and arrival
planets. Each leg is then assigned to equal portion of the
trip time (TT).
The second function is to construct a starting trajectory
matching the boundary conditions of the planets. In order
to facilitate calculations the starting trajectory is con-
structed. in spherical coordinates and then converted to
cartesian coordinates. The starting trajectory itself is
basically a spiral (always directed counterclockwise) rela-
tive to the ecliptic unless one of the planets is retro-
grade). The precise nature of the spiral is determined by
the function subroutine STARTF.
STARTF:
	 STARTF evaluates a function f(s) defined on (0,1). This
function is continuously differentiable and has the fol-
lowing properties: f(0) = 0, f(1) = 1, f'(0) = DZ, f'(1)
Dl. In addition V(s) > 0, if DZ > 0 and D1 > Oo The first
four properties insure that the starting trajectory bound-
ary conditions match those of the terminal planets. The
last condition insures that the starting trajectory is
positively oriented if neither planet is retrograde.
TSHIFT:	 This routine computes the function P ( T ) = r(T)
-a 
where r
is the heliocentric radius of the spacecraft. Hence a =
3/2 if r < 1 and A = 1 if r < 1. TSHIFT then calls RESCAL
to tabulate times corresponding to equal intervals ofI  P(T)dT. The trip time is then divided into NLP parts
0
each possessing equal portions of the above integral.
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These become the new leg times and are fed into REDIST
which redistributes the legs of the trajectory accordingly.
VCAL:	 This routine computes the heliocentric position and velocity
of the spacecraft at either launch or arrival. In addition
VCAL computes the first two derivatives of these quantities
with respect to the vector AL containing the Julian date
and hyperbolic excess velocity pointing angles. The zero,
first, and second derivatives are stored in VX,VXA and VXAA
respectively. The first three components of VX are position
and the last three are velocity.
VTMODE:
	
VTMODE is the control subroutine of the variable thrust por-
tion of CHEBYTOP. As such VTMODE is primarily a bookkeeping
program. It keeps track of the progress of the iterations,
redistributes trajectory legs, converts from two dimension
to three, computes output, provides logic for tracking, etc.
The call list is discussed under INPUT. The program can be
divided into four. sections. The first extends to the loop
99. The second consists of this loop. The third extends
from statement 100 to 950, and the last from 950 to the end.
Each section is flow charted separately.
Section 1:	 This section has two functions. The first
is to initialize control parameters and other
quantities used in the succeeding steps. The
second is to call subroutines which calculate
preliminary data. CONST is called to calcu-
late matrices of constants filling the com-
mon blocks CO NS1, CONS2. EPHEM is called to
dete , ' . e the state of the launch and ar-
rival planets, and finally START is called




This section is the iteration loop minimizing

















SUBROUTINE  VT MO D E (CO NT. )








contained in the routine SEARCH. However,,
VTMODE determines which kind of iteration to
take and when convergence is achieved. For
example, VTMODE requires that a Newton itera-
tion succeed before a trajectory is con-
sidered to be optimum.
Section 3:	 This section performs two tasks. It shifts
the trajectory patch times to achieve a
better payoff and smoother acceleration mag-
nitude time history. It converts from two
to three dimensions (if NC = 3).
Section 4:
	 This section computes output arrays to be
used in MAIN, VTOUT, and PMAP and AMAP.
VTOUT:
	 VTOUT calculates the prints quantities describing the
variable thrust trajectory. The print format is displayed
in Appendix C. The trajectory quantities are calculated
at twenty-six representative (not necessarily equally
spaced) times .
WMUL:	 This function routine calculates payload I"WMUi) as a func-
tion of powe~plant mass fraction (WMU), exhaust velocity
(c), powerplant specific mass (ALPHAW), and final mass
fraction (WMUl) . The formula in the subroutine listing is
a relatively simple one. It implies that payload is final
mass minus powerplant mass (except for a tank factor which
is input through common). The user is free to replace this
formula with one of his own devising.
WYDER:	 WYDER is called for each leg of the trajectory. It has
several tasks . First it calculates the payoff (P) for the
leg. Secondly it constructs the acceleration vector (AV)
and the power vector (WV), and thirdly it calculates quan-
tttics which are used in DERIV, namely O,Q,G,GD, and H.
The integer NORDER in the call list indicates (roughly) the
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order of derivatives desired, and not all calculations ar,'




Generally, trajectories should not be attempted which require more than
three revolutions about the sun. The order of polynomial representation
is not sufficient, in most cases, to maintain accuracy beyond three
revs. Although one of the sample cases in Appendix C. the Mercury case,
does reach 1265 0
 of in-plane transfer angle it must be regarded as an
exception.
It is possible to increase the order of representation by adding more
polynomial "legs." in fact, successful trial runs have been made with
up to 10 legs of ninth order each. CHEBYTOP II, however, has been
limited to six ninth order legs because that is a sufficient number for
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A: Equation 22, Reference 2.








AMAG: Magnitude of the constrained thrust acceleration.
ALPHAP: Internal variable equal to ALPHAW
ALPHAW: lage 15
ANGL: Page 16
AV: AV is a triply subscripted array (AV(I, M, LN)) and is the
value of the Mth coordinate of the acceleration at the Ith
Chebychev point of the LNth leg.
AYOU: Page 16
19oT: Page 25






C: Same as F, Equation 16, Reference 2, when used in the variable
thrust portion of the program.
	 See Page 15 for use in the
constrained thrust part of the program.
CHEB: A singly subscripted array containing the Chebychev points






CONEP: Internal array set equal to CONE.
CONESC: A doubly subscripted array which ie filled with the sine
and cosine of the cone angles in CONE.
CP: Internall variable set equal to C.
CT: Exhaust velocity in au/yr. divided by T.
CVRGI: A convergence test which roughly checks to see if the payoff
no longer decreases.
CVRG2: A convergence test which checks to see if a Newton's
iteration leads to a decrease in payoff without the aid of
a linear search.
CVRG3: A convergence test which basically checks to see if a
Newton's iteration was performed.
CVRG4: A convergence test which checks to see if the payoff has
settled down enough to try a Newton's iteration.
D. Either Equation 16, Reference 2, or Page 29.
Dl: Page 14
D2: Page 14
DAl: Equal to D1




DD1: Equal to D1
DD2: Equal to D2
DXl: Page 39
Dx2: Page 38
E: Either Equation 16, Reference 2, or Page 31
ETA: Page 31
ETAP: Efficiency of the thrusters
	 (ETA(C)).
ELEM: Page 16
F: Equal to WT F'W, Page 3.






HH1: Equal to H1
HH2: Equal to H2
HV1: Equal to H1
HV2: Equal to H2
JV: Page 26





NBDI: Equal to NBl
NBD2: Equal to NB2
NBFIX: 0	 if auxiliary parameters free (hyperbolic excess
velocity directions and Julian dates)
1	 if auxiliary parameters fixed.
NC: Page 13
NCONE: Page 15
NCONEP: Equal to 0 before cone angles optimized, and eqLal to
NCONE afterwards.
NCONOP: Page 15
NCONP: Equal to NCONOP
NCOP: Page 15
NCOPP: Equal to NCOP
NCOUNT: Counts number of VTMODE calls.
ND: Number of dimensions of trajectory X.
NDER12: Tells DDERV2 that it is being called from DDERVI.
NF: Convergence parameter which roughly keeps track of how
many times TSHIFT has been called.
NH: An integer taking the values 2 or 3.	 NH is used only when
hyperbolic excess speeds are specified, and represents an
option in the calculation of Pxx.
	 Normally actual com-
ponents of the vectory X comprise the set of independent
parameters to be optimized.
	
In the case of flyby (X(2,M,1)
(and/or X(NPMI, M, NL)), M = 1,..,ND belong to this set.
However when hyperbolic excess speeds are specified these
quantities became partially constrained.
	 In order to regain
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a free parameter set new unconstrained parameters a (and S
if ND= 3)	 are introduced, representit,g the heliocentric
longitude (latitude) of the hyperbolic excess velocity.
	 Now
X(2,M,1) becomes a function of a (and 5)
	
(see Reference 1) .
This functional relationship is highly non-linear, so that
it is sometimes desirable to include terms involving second
order derivatives with respect to a (and a) to Pxx when
employing Gauss' method.
	 NH=3 signifies these terms are
added, otherwise NH-2; when Newton's method is being
employed (i.e.	 NO=3), NH is also 3.
NHFIX: Determines whether NH is set equal to 2 or 3.
NIT: Maximum number of iterations allowed for achieving an
optimum on any given step.
NL: Page 22
NLP: Equal to NL
NMUOP: Page 15






NPL1: Internal parameter set equal to NP1
NPL2: Internal parametL r set equal to NP2






NTT: Internal parameter set equal NT, unless tracking breaks down,
in which case it is set to 0.
NV1: Page 14
NV2: Page 14
NVL1: Internal parameter set equal to NV1

































Variable thrust payoff in au2/yr3
Page 17
Multiplier which converts from au2 /yr 3 to m2/sec3.
Internal variable set equal to PC.
Used initially in SEARCH to save the diagonal elements of
PXX. Used later in SEARCH to store auxiliary parameter

















Internal variable set equal. to PMF
Initial value of payoff
Multiplier which converts from yr3




Page 17 or Page 32
Equal to PV, Page 32.
PX is a doubly subscripted array (PX(K,LN)), filled in DERIV
with first order partial derivatives of the payoff for each
leg. PX is also filled in SQROOT with the solution of the





PXSAV: Used initially in SEARCH to save the array PX. 	 Used later
in SEARCH to store auxiliary parameter derivatives when
applying the second order version of Gauss' method.
PXX: PXX is a triply subscripted array (PXX(K I . K2, LN))	 filled









T: In the variable thrust portion of the program T = T(LN) is
a singly subscripted array representing the duration in
years of the LNth leg of the trajectory.	 In the constrained











T=	 TTP (t) dt
0 Po
P(t) the power level of the powerplant
T1(LN) = T (LN) -1
T2 (LN) = T(LN) --2
(T3(LN) = T(LN)-3
TACUM(LN) = Accumulated trip time to beginning of LN th
 leg,





1	 TT P(t) dt, p(t) the power level of the powerplant.
	T 	 f Po0
Ratio of thrust-on time to trip time
Same as TB, but for ficticious time.
of Part 1).
(See Appendix D, end
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TCON: Multiplier which converts from years to days.
TEST: In the variable thrust portion of the program, TEST in
the relative change in payoff f ron one iteration to the
next.	 See Page 32 for its use in the constrained thrust





	 =	 (GRAV • T (LN))2
TT: Total trip time in years.
TTDAY: Total trip time in days.
TTP: Trip time, in case tracking on trip time is employed.
V1: Position, velocity, acceleration and derivative of
acceleration of launch planet (See EPHEM subroutine for
details.)
V2: Same as Vl for arrival planet
VELI: Page 17
VEL2: Page 17








WMUlP:	 Equal to WMU-1
WMUP:	 Internal variable equal to WMU
WV:	 WV is a triply subscripted array (WV(I, M, LN)). WV(I,1,LN)
is equal to pa pp (p- power level) at the I th Chebychev
point of the LN th leg. WV(I, 2, LN) is roughly aR WV(I,2,LN)
and WV(I, 3, LN) is roughly 3R WV(I, 2, LN).
X:	 X is the same array as XV except that the coordinates of the
trajectory at the 2nd and next to Last Chebychev points




endpoints of the leg. If x(m,t) is the Mth coordinate of
the trajectory, at time t, then
I 
t=t.
X(2 ,M,LN) = T(LN) dxd(M, t)	 i
+ t=t
X(NP-1,M,LN) = -T(LN) dx(M,t) it	 fd
where TUN) is the duration of the LNth leg and t i and t 
are the initial and final times respectively of the leg,
X,Y ,Z : Page 22
XD,YD,7D: Page 22
XV: XV is a triply subscripted array (XV(I,M,LN)) which defines
the trajectory.	 To be more specific, XV is the value of the
Mth coordinate of the trajectory at the Ith Chebychev
point in the LNth leg.
XVA: A lOx3x2 array containing the effect of first order changes
in the auxiliary parameters (hyperbolic excess velocity
directions and Julian dates) on the cartesian components of
the trajectory.	 XVA is needed when the second order version








CHEBYTOP II is coders to run on either the IBM 360 series computers or the
CDC 6000 series computers with minor coding changes. The coding changes
convert the program from double precision to single precision operation.
360 computers, with their shorter word length, necessitate the use of
double precision arithmetic. A single precision deck should operate on
any machine accepting standard FORTRAN IV coding, hence, there should be
no difficulty with running on the IBM 7094, SRU 1108, or some others, as
well as the CDC 6000 series
Converting to single precision is accomplished by removing one card from
each subroutine. The cards to be removed are designated "360 IN" in
card-column 73 through 80. There are 10 function subroutines at the end
of the deck which need two cards removed and one card inserted. The
cards to be added are marked "360 OUT" in the listing in Appendix D.
Copies of program decks obtained from NASA will probably contain both
the "360 IN" and the "360 OUT" cards. The user is cautioned to remove
one set or the other before running the program.
The program was validated on an IBM 360/65 using OS Release 19 MVT. The
deck was compiled using Release 19 FORTRAN G and Release 19 FORTRAN H.
Optimization Level 02. It should operate, with only minor changes in
control cards, on any IBM system 360 with a FORTRAN compiler and 170,000
bytes available core using the overlay suggested in Appendix E. Valida-
tion on the CDC 6000 series was under SCOPE 3.1 and the standard FORTRAN
compiler.
The program is coded as a subprogram so that it may be used as part of a
larger mission design master program. Its initial, usage, however, is
expected to be as a stand alone design tool. In this mode the subpro-
grams are stored on a disk, where they may be retrieved and combined with
main program each time they are needed. The main program is then a
sequence of calls to the subprograms, with the input data passed on as
literal constants in the call list. Several examples are given in Ap-




Computation time varies on a given machine with the type of trajectory
being solved. The actual time spent by the computer calculating an op-
timum trajectory is a function of the number of patched polynomials (see
Analysis) and the number of iterations required. Hence, the time to
compute "easy" versus "hard" trajectories !an vary be two orders of mag-
nitude. The first sample case in Appendi.i. C is an Earth to Mars rendez-
vous. It is an "easy" trajectory. The actual computation time used by
the central processing unit of the IBM 360/65 was 1 second. Compila-
tion, Link editing, and various interrupts for IO are not included. In
other words, on almost any machine the actual computations for this









This is a twn-dime:sional trajectory having zero hyperbolic excess ve-
locity at Earth and Mars. Two 10 point polynominals are used for the
200 day trip. A power degradation with time was applied by setting PLOSS
.05 in the common block ARRAY. 	 '







The output appears on the following page.
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This is on 800 day Earth to Jupiter mission using solar power. Depart-
ure from earth is with zero excess velocity. The arrival excess velocity
at Jupiter is unconstrained. The variable thrust output on the next
page is followed by a constrained thrust output. Note that a propellant
tankage factor was inserted, thrust direction constrained to two cone
angles (optimized), and exhaust velocity and powerplant mass fraction
optimized.
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This case illustrates the tracking option, NT = 1. It is a 500 day,
1265° in-plane transfer angle, solar power trajectory. First a zero
excess velocity departure from earth was asked for, then the departure
velocity was increased in steps of .5 km/sec to an H2 of 2.5 km/sec.
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The purpose of this case is to illustrate the optimal departure date
	 +
option.
The main program is:
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AN !&PROXIMATION METHOD FOR PREDICTING CONSTRAINED THRUST PERFORMANCE
In part one of this appendix we develop an equation for approximating the
optimum value of J associated with constrained thrust (C-T) propulsion.
In part two we consider optimization of propulsion parameters as wells
In part three we show how the program actually performs the optimization.
PART I
The method for approximating the C-T optimum value of J starts with the
calculation of the corresponding variable thrust (V-T) optimum trajectory,
and by means of a mathematically well defined series of approximations
converts the C-T optimum problem into a relatively simple search problem.
The initial acceleration (a o) and exhaust velocity (c) of the vehicle are
assumed to be fixed inputs, since their optimization will be treated in
part two. For the moment we shall assume constant power, the case of
variable power involving only a transformation of variables at the end
of the development.
PreliminaKy Development
Our first task is to recast the C-T optimum problem into one involving only
the difference between the C-T and V-T modes. Let a  and a  be the opti-
mum C-T and V-T acceleration vectors respectively.
Let J  = fti (av, av)dt and J  = ftl(ac,ac)dt
to 	 to
where (.,.) is the regular dot (inner) product.
The limits to
 and t l
 are the departure and arrival times. Set
BJ - J -J and 6a - a - a . ThenC	 v	 c	 v
AJ = ft 1  (6a, ea) dt + 2 f tl 0a, av) dt
to	 to
Let x  and x  be the position vectors of the C-T and V-T trajectories and
set Ax . - xc-xv. Let Y  - kxC /rC3 ,yv = kxv/rv3 and set Ay - y  - yv.
Here k represents the gravitational constant of the sun and rc , r  are
68
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Ix C19 +xv j respectively. The two-body equations of motion x + kx/r 3 = a
yield
Jtl (ba, av) dt s f'1 (A5t + Ay e av) dt o
O	 p
Let W be the symmetric matrix ayv/Dxvo Thera
+
ftl (A' + WAx,av)dt
0
t
f l (Ay -- Wax, av) dtto
t
f j (Ax, av + Wav) dtto
t
[ (Ax, av) - (Ax, av) ]
 to
t1
ft (Ay - WAX, av) dt .O
But 'v + Wav - 0 owing to the fact that a  is the optimum V-T acceleration.
We have finally
f tRAa, av) dt r COX, ^v) - (Ax, av) ] t1
to
	
	 	 {] )
+ jtkAy - WAX, av)di:
In the case of rendezvous at one of the endpoints, the corresponding values
.
of Ax and Ax are zero. In the case of flybys Ax and a  vanish. In either
event the first terra on the right of (1) is zero. An approximation must





magnitude is specified. Then Ax and 2(Ax, 	 ) + (Ax ,. Ax) . 0. Assuming
Y.
the optimum direction of x  is near that of x v, the last equation shows
that (Ax, ^ v ) vanishes to second order. Hence so does (4x, av),
O
as xv is parallel to ay . Thaws
t[	 a )(Ax, v - (4^, av) ] t10
can be set equal to zero again. Equation (1) becomes





Now Ay - WAx is of order IAx1 2 e in the case of low initial accelerations
n
the C-T mode will try to imitate the more optimum V-T mcde as best it
can and JAxJ should be smell over much of the interval [t o , t 11. Note that
even for modest values of JAxJ, Ay - WAx is identically zero in the field-
free rectilinear case and relatively small for trajectories to the outer
planets. Also note that JAxJ is zero at t  and t  where l av I often
achieves its maximum values. Hence it is reasonable to assume that
t
f to (A y - WAx, av) dt L- 0
We finally obtain
t
AJ a f to
(Aa,Aa)dt	 (3)
0 = ft i ( a,av)dt	 (4)
0
Modified Optimum Problem with One Side Condition
We can define an optimization problem from these two equations, namely
minimizing AJ as defined by Equation (3) subject to the side condition
(4)a Minimizing AJ is the same as minimizing J  and Equation (4) is
equivalent to the boundary conditions
e	 t
j (A xs av) - (Ax, av) 1tl	 = 0	 (5)
0
The quantity J  + AJ will then be a loaner bound for J  since the other
boundary conditions have been omitted; however, it will be an improvement
over J  as Equation (3) implies AJ ? 0 regardless of Aae
Modified Optimum Problem with Two Side Conditions
Checking Equation (5) it is appraent that Equation (4) is a sufficient
side condition in the case of rectilinear flyby. We are motivated,
therefore, to obtain one more side condition so that our approximation
will be exact for rectilinear rendezvous (and hyperbolic excess velocities)
as well. Our method will then be precise for the retilinear case, and





Let by - t a  - 2 xva One can check that by +'Wbv = 0. Hence equation
(1) holds with a  replaced by bvo In the same manner as before the two
right hand terms can be set equal to zero and we have the additional side
condition.
0 = ! tl (Ba,bv)dt	 (6)
to
Equation (6) is equivalent to the boundary condition
t
[ (Ax , bv) - (
	
b ] to = 0	 (7)
0
It has not been found necessary yet to include the side condition (6)0
Apparently the side condition (4) is of overwhelming importance as far
as the minimization of J is concerned and accounts for a large share of
the difference between J and J even for the case of rendezvous.
C	 v
Solution of Modified 02timum Problem with One Side Condition
Let us rewrite (3) and (4) as follows
t
Jc	 !ti (ac s ac ) dt	 (minimize)(8)0
t
Jv 	 l 1 (acs av)dt	 (side condition)	 (9)
to
The following are constraints imposed on a c




 - ao v, where v is a unit direction vector (except during coast when
V- 0)o Here p - p(t) is the spacecraft mass fraction and satisfies
A - - ^ e, u (t®) - 1 where a - (^	 tNote tha - 0 (1 -o) - O
Cone Angle Constraint:
Let cv
 -	 o Then, if 9 is the cone angle of the acceleration, we have
r
v





Let 0 - (6i , i - 1, mm be the set of permissible cone angles with
ai - COS 6i ° Then R (y-a) -0.
i^l
We are now prepared to solve the optimization problem by the develop-
ment of Reference 5. We shall assume the a  are free because the result
can easily be specialized to the case where the a  are fixed. (Note
m is fixed)
a
Let y(t) be defined by y = (ac , av), y(to) = 0 ° Then (9) =I>y (t 1) = ive
Let x  = y, x2 = u, x3 = a, u1 = v, u2 = y ° Here x3 and a are vector








and H = Ao=o^ - Cr + Al o (v, av) - A2 c° e
We set
Rl - a (1-0)	 R4 - R1
R2 = (v, cv) -ya	 R5 = -, R2
m
R3 
-^ 1 ^ (Y-a l )	 R6	 R3




u (v, av)	 y (t a) = 0 9
 y (t1)	 j 
-a
(b) P = co a	 u (to) = 1
O
(c) Al= 0	 (10)
2
(d) A2 Ao 
2a 
^ a + Al
a
P2 




(e) a3 = n 3 	 R	 (y- a }	 A3(to) = A 3 (t 1 )	 0j#i
a 2	 a	 a
(f) lAo2 -A2 c° +nl (1-2a) - yn2 1P + Al u av +n 2 cv = 0
(g) -n26+n3	 IT	 (Y-01i) = 0
cif Y
(h) H s X 1 9 X 2 1 A 3 continuous Ao ? 0
Min
(i) ys v satisfy yv	 (H)	 (Haximum Principle)
a ^	 a
°Q	 CA`°z°- - A2 ( + (1-2a) n - Yn 2 2.1 0	 (Clebsch)r`	 u	 l
Heren l =u l
 
- PV n 2 = 11 2 -11 5 9 n 3 = 11 3 - 11 6 and v=ap
From these necessary conditions we can derive more refined necessary condi-
tions which lead to the solution of the minimization problem.














 h, where h = g (av -(avacv)cv^
and r - sign(A 1) la  - (av cv)dv^ o Also
Al < 0 -4s YMOi{y(av^cV) + 31-q` aV (av , cv) cv ! }
_..	
= MinyAl 0 -	 Y osi {Y (av , cv -T172 jav
 
- (a V  dv) cv ^	 (ll)
73
rD180-12916-1
It is possible (with considerable difficulty) to show that if a minimum
	
exists with A l
 > 0, there also is a better minimum with A l < 0. Hence we	 .
assume A l < 0.
After determining 0 we obtain
H M -aoak, where k -[ 0 + Al - A2 C]
Using (10d) one can show that
ik = - Al with k(t1) _ - 




Hence k (t) = - u {t ) 2 - Al [ + co f t 2 dT ]
1	 0
C. 
-A 1 { [al u tt ) 2 + op f tl ^ ]I	 to
+ [ - Co ftl	 d^ ] }
0 v
Since H is to be minimized, k < 0 -)- ar = 0 and k > 0 a s 1.
Since A l < 0 we may replace k(t) by k(t)/(- A 1) without loss of generality.
Hence,
	







where K - [ Al u ( )^' + c f tl -Vu^2 dT ]1	 ^.	 o
If the a i , i = 1, m are to be optimized we can obtain additional equations
for this purpose.
	














(3f) implies A al 11 (avOP) + n2 (cvOP) = 0
or ( la° (y - (a , c ) J1-Y -) -n 	 /j__ - y2 } a Oc	 0
v v r	 r	 v v
Hence
n2 - ^A 
la° 
(r /" ^Y	 - (a s c ) ) s and
A3 a Ala°^ --^- (Y I a^ (av , c ) c -	 -Y2 (a s cy) ) if
i	 ^1^1 Y^	 v v	 v	 i
0 if y# a 
2
Therefore, 0 a ai f t'jav - (a 	) cv
	









This completes the derivation of refined necessary conditions. In summary
we have the following equations.#
f	 (a) J c
t
a0	 !' 1	 z dt (minimize) (14)
t0
^=a	 f t1	 dt(b) J	 = (side condition) V o
to





	 (y(av'cv) + Slav-(avecv)cv+)
(e) k=
tq
k m a- f J	 dT1A
	
c	 to P2 - K	 (switching function)
k>0 '>-1, k<0 Q=0





f	 (av , cv) Cr dt	 , i = l ,m
t®
t®
y=ai Y=ai	 (Defines optimal 
a 
Integration is to be performed
over sub intervals of [t 0S tl where





The previous derivation has assumed constant power, but can be modified
to inc l-ude variable power. One more assumption has to be made if the
power varies as a function of radius from the sun, - namely that the power
level time history is roughly the same for both the variable thrust and
constrained thrust modes. This hypothesis is actually only an extension
of our previous assumption that the position vector time histories of
the two modes are similar. Then the modification reduces to a simple
transformation of variables as described below.
Let p(t) be the power time history as determined by the variable thrust
program. With the above assumptions ( g) and (9) become
Jc = f tl (ac , ac) P (o) dt 15)t0




a c = O
	






 and p0 are the initial acceleration and power respectively,
assuming the spacecraft to be at a distance of 1 au from the sun if
solar power is considered.
Now set hv (t) a av(t) ('
pp














hC 	 a 
^O V ( r )^ dCr) 	
e Co a(T)
where







These equations are the same as the previous ones except for a change in
variable names, and we have reduced the variable power case to that of
constant power, (Note that the cone angle constraint equations remain
unaffected by variable power. Also note that the case of constant power
is just a special case of variable power with p - lo)
PART IT
In the previous section we considered the problem of minimizing




for fixed a0 and ce J  can also be optimized with respect to these
parameters as well., however this is not done because payload, while
formally increasing as J  decreases, also depends explicitly on a0 and
c. To be more specific the rocket equations yield
1
I	 u 1 H	 1+ i-Cha 0 c
where µ l is the final mass fraction. If p  is the payload mass fraction,
we have
L = f (1j l ,a0 C)
where f is a nonlinear function of u l , ao , and c. It is f that should be
maximized with respect to a0 and c.
Actually it is more convenient to use powerplant mass fraction p  as a
parameter instead of a0 If mw is the powerplant mass and m0 the initial
	




by a  = mw , we have
po
ac a c













where n - n(c) is efficiency as a function of exraust velocity. It
follows that
1











PL can now be optimized with respect to either p  or c or both. a  is
to be specified along with n(c). Often n(c) is specified analytically
by the formula
f is sometime taken as U1 
-uw 
although more complicated definit.Lons are
acceptable.
PART III
In this part we shall discuss how the program solves Equations ( 14) 9 and
later how it optimizes (17) with respect to p  and /or c. Hence let us
fix U  and c ( and consequently a o) and Look at (14). Initially we assume
the set 0 of permissible cone angles is infinite and contains every value
between 0° and 180 ` . Then 0 = la viand the only problem is choosing K of
Equation (14e) so that (14b) is satisfied. Let Kmax - te max { to,tl}{O(t)}
Clearly weamust have K < K max 9 otherwise k(t)<O and no thrusting will occur.
Let Kmin- co ftl	 drt,	 One can shcw that if K = K . the right handto 2
u
side of (14b) is maximized. The procedure for solving (14b) is to start
K at Kmax where the right side of (lob) as well as 3  are zero. If K
is then gradually decreased, and(14 a, b, care integrated forward
using (14e)to determine a, both these quantities will increase. K should
be decreased until the right side of (14b) is greater than J  or else
K<K min . In the latter case the propulsion parameters are insufficient for




(14b)o The case where 0 is a finite set of specified cone angles is
handled in a similar fashion. Before K is selected, 0 is evaluated
from (14d) and the procedure is then identical.
If 0 is a finite set of m unspecified cone angles the solution becomes
rather complicated. The most logical attack is to choose m nominal
cone angles, run through the above procedure for fixed cone angles, and
then determine how to adjust these angles to better satisfy (14f). This
is an iterative procedure'-and quite time consuming. Furthermore pit-
falls abound. If two or more cone angles at some time happen to coin-
tide, (14f) becomes undefined. Also, if the nominal values are not
chosen correctly, one or more angles will never'be picked by (14d)
leading to a solution for less than m angles. This phenomenon seems
to be the rule rather than the exception, and a procedure must be
devised for reinserting "lost" angles back into the iterations.
Our approach is to make a slight approximation. First we run the
unconstrained cone angle case to get an idea of where thrusting is likely
rto occur. In fact we use the resultant U and a of this case to evaluate
(14f). Next we note that (14f) is really telling us that we should
choose our cone angles in such a manner that the right side of (14b) is
maximized. This is logical since it costs fuel to satisfy (14b). There-
fore we need only consider (14d) and (14b). First we choose m nominal
cone angles at equally spaced intervals between 0° and 180*. Then we
run through (14d) to define the time intervals over which each cone angle
is optimal. The right side of (14b) is evaluated for each of these
intervals and better cone angles found by setting derivatives zero. The
procedure is then repeated. If some cone angle is optimal in the sense
of (14d) at no time in [t0 ,t1 1 it is reinserted by checking to see where
0 differs most from lav l. The angle is then given the value making 0
equal to lavl at this time. Note that such a solution will insure the
angle gets picked by (14d) on the next iteration. The above procedure
is assumed to have converged when the cone angles and the right side of




Now we consider the options of optimizing aWwand/or c. If u is fixed,
c is optimized by repeatedly applying the above algorithms for fixed
uw 
and c. The method of search on c is 41Golden Sectioning" (Page 242
Ref, b) using p  = f as a performance criterion. The situation is





  and c are both to be optimized we switch to two equivalent para-
meters, namely a o/e and K (see 14d). Two Golden Sectioning loops are
executed, the outer on a o/c, the inner one K for each value of ao/c,
The technique of Golden Sectioning is fairly reliable regardless of the
r
nature of f unless more than one local optimum exists, in which case





INDEX OF SUBROUTINES FOR APPENDIX E
Subroutine Page Subroutine ^	 Page
ALIGN 82 MULT3 114
AMAP * 82 MULT4 114
AVTEST 84 MULT7 115
BAKSUB 84 MULT8 116
COEFF 86 MULT9 116
CONOP 88 PATCH 117
CONST 90 PDERIV 120
COPTR 92 PMAP* 121
CTMODE 93 POLEVL 121
CTOUT 95 POWER 122
DDERVI. 97 PXS 122
DDERV2 98 REDIST 125
DERIV 99 RESCAL 126
EPHEM 101 ROOTR 127
ETA* 103 SEARCH 128
IIQDCAL 103 SQROOT 130
KOPTR 104 START 132
KROOT 106 STARTF* 134
LSERCH 107 TSHIFT 135
MCOPTR 109 VCAL 136
MODIFY 110 VTMODE 137
MODLEG 112 VTOUT 141
IR 112 WMUL* 143
MULT2 114 WYDER 143
*These are function subprograms
81
SUORCUTINE ALICN(XoAL•VX*VXA9VXAA)























IPPLICIT REAL*8(A — P 9 0-1)	 360 IN
CCPPCN/CUT/XW ( 30 9
 6) 9 AV (30 * 6 1 9WV (30, 6 )
COMMON/PARAM/NLiND*NP*NgNPD9NPM1sND2*NPD29NP®1*NO*NHPNAP
COPMCN/TIDE®/TT*T(61*TACUM(7)9T1(6)9T2(6)*T3161*TP(6),TTP














Z @ ! * /SI)TI Z 1
OC 10 M=l e3
































































IF(LN.EQ.1) GC TC 9
NC PL =NC P (LN )





9 OC 4C J=NCP1*NCP2
JPISJ—L
N=B(JtLN)
I F (J. EGA. NCP3 )	 GU TC 20
•
ow^
CC 10 K=NCP39 JMI
10 W=W®A(J9KsLN)*X(K9LN)
20 X(J,LN)=Im *A ( J,JsLN)
40 CONTINUE
45 CCNTINUE

























as Xf JLhvLNP)=X ( JLNN1sLNP+1)




IFIL. E®.NCP3 ) CO TO 87
CC 80 K$LPI,NCP3
80 WwW—A(K'L ,LNP )* X(K vLNP)






SLORCUT INE CCEFF f X0 9 VX 1 9 0X29 AV v WV 9 CO. TP )
IPPLICIT REAL*S$A — M * ®mZ)	 360 IN
COMMON/CONS1/A(5 * 5-923 9 AA( 5 9 5 9 2) 9 RA( 5 9 5 9 2) tU(1092) * V( 1092) 9 f:HEBI IO)
COPPCN/PARAM/NL *N09NPPNtNP0'NPM19NO29NP02*NPD19N09NH9NAP
COMPCK/SKRCHI/GO(1093) 9G1 (1093) * GZf 1093) * G3(IO93) * ts4f 1093)9
CG(LC 9 3) 9 Pf1( 10 9 3) 9 x2(10 9 3),CO(3) 9 C1(3) 9 C2(31 90UMI ( 159)























C2(P+ ) $ R1*X2 (I 9r)





C22 *C22+C2 (Pp ) *C2 (M )
19	 CENTINUE












6411 * LI=R2*IC2(L)*l9Oo*C01**2°°18.*CS)+CI(L)*( 180,*COI*CS-36.*C12
C-420.*COI**3)+COIL)*(945.*C®1**4-630.*CS*COI**2+180.*C12*COI
C+45.*CS**2®9.*C221 )






CALL FULT4 (AA * GO i GvND 9 NP * N v 1 )
CALL PULT2(G*GO*PO0*NC*NP)
CALL PULT2(G * G1 *P01 * NiD * NP )
CALL PULT2(G*G2*PO2*NO*NP)
CALL PULT2(G*G3*PG3 *N® *NP)
CALL PULT2(G*G4*PO4*Ni) *NP)



















































PHE 4 (1) =®.












39	 PIRE4( I+1) =SUM2
P=O.











®® 59 J W I ACONE
W=GI(J)*PFklfI)+G2IJ)*PHE2(l)





IFIw.LT.PHEMAX) GO TO 6S
PI+EPAX=N
IPAX=I











IF`M.GT.O.) GC TO 85













IF((TEST.LT .DLLTA ).®fit. (NCCNE.EQ. i! ) G® TO 100
99 CCNTtNUE
1CQ CCN T I NUE
DC 199 J=l®NCCN;E




IMPLICIT REAL*R(A —H t C— Z)	 360 IN
DIMENSION Pt1Q),U(1®)fR(lo)















IF(I.EQ.J) GC TO 3
JJ=I+J®1
Z=4.*(-1.)**tt+J+t)/iP([l)*P(JJ)1







3 CC 4 K=192
P=L /h PP I
L=L —M*NPM 1* 1
Fl=FLT(;* I J+I—K )**2-1)
F2=FLT(4*(J—[)**2-1)
AA[I,J•K)=—(t./Fl+I. /F2)/2.




IFII . EQ.2)	 UI[ . IIgCtI)®t.
W(i,l)=IQ(NPMI)*Q(K)-°Q(t)*Q( 11 )/Z
IF[I.EC.2)	 iiil,l)=Q(2)/Z—t.
IFI[.EQ . NPPI)	 Vllsl)=—Q(NPMI)/Z
U(K,2) =UII,I)
5 V(K , 2)=Yll,tl
QC 50 J=19N





RAIJvJol)=BA(J 9 J92)—(B. * (I.—FNPMl**2))/3.






GALL OULT?I AA, A , AA,N,2)
CALL MULT8(AAvAA,C,NP,N,2)




SUORCUTINE CCPTR( PEE * dlNNoPHEMAX * Pik * T,WMU9R03vALPHAWoSrwNST9W#4	 L)

















20 DG 9C	 1=1920
RC3*RGl*(R02—R01)ITAU
CALL RCCTR(PHEoNNNtPHEMAX#PV*TvWMUtR039ALPHAWtST*NST*WMUI)











®® IF((AB(P1—P).LT.DELTAI).ANDe.tAB(P2—P).LT.DLLTAI)) 	 GO TO 95
90 CCNTIhUE
95 1F((AR(P1—P).L1.DELTA2).ANU.(AS(P2—P).LT.DELTA2))	 GO	 TO 99
A=(RO—R®2)*P1+(ROI—RC)*P2+iRn2—R®1)*P





CALL RG0TRIPHE*hNN*PF-EMAX*PV*T *WMU*R03* ALPHAWvST * NST *
 Wf4Ut 1
















CCPPCN/INDEX/&KN•FIST * NCONEP * NCONP * NMUOPP * NC®PP * 0UM41 841
COMPCN/PXXPX /PR1301) * PHE(301) * TYMEl301) * FT YME(3®1)*SCRCH(301)*
GAMAG(301)sACCNE(301)*ACLOCX130119PHE143®1)*PHE213011,















®C I I = 1 shhhi
X=FLTII—I!*0T
PRII)=PMAP(X)















CPHE2 (I I) /PMAP (X )	 IF(PHEMAX®LT.PHE(I) ) PHR==PHE(z)
-
	
E" A  PW6 < < o	




CCALL CCPTR(PHEaNNN•PHEMAX * PVP t ftW UPsCP,ALPHAP*STsNSTYWMULP)
IFI(hPUCPrEQ * I ).ANO.(NCOP.EQ.0))
CCALL MOPTR(PHE * NNN P PHEMAX.PVP•T*WMUP*CP*ALPHAP*ST*NST*WMUIP)
IFI(NOUCP.EQ.I).ANO.(NCOP.EQ.1)I





















IFI (KPUOP.tQ,0).OR.iNCUP -E®.U8 )
CBOT=2.*WPLP*ETAP*T*POWCON/IALPHAP*CP**2D





OC 300 I =1sNST
























1CCC EOPPAT(//4X46HPISSICN IMPOSSIBLE EVEN WITH CONTINUOUS THRUST)
END
SUBRGUTINE CTCUT







CCPPCK / IN®EX/hhN9NST9NCONEP9NCONP9NMUOPP9NCOPP9OUM4 18 4)
COPPUN/PXXPX/PR(301)9PHE{3Ol)9TYME( 30 1)9FTYME1301)9SCRCH(301)9
CAPAG ( 301)rACONE(301 ) rACLOCK[3 0 1)*PHE1t301) * PHE2(301)9
CST(30 ) 9STP(3092 ) 9CONESC(492)9BOT9CT, TTOAY9T9WMUP9CP9ALPHAP#WMU1P9
CCCNEPI4)9TBYPCPtPMFPtETAP90UP213200)
DIMENSION A(492)
IF (hST.EQ.I-I) ) RETURN
WRITE(691CO)
WRITEI69150) 009DOoTANKS
WRITE(6 9 200) ETAP9ALPHAP
IFI (hOUQPP.EC.0).,AN®.INCOPP.EQ.0) ) WRITE16 9 201) WMUP9CP
IF(IAIMUCPP.EQ.0).ANO.(KCCPP.EQ.1)) WRITE(69202) WMUP9CP
IFi INMUOPP . EQ.1).AND * (NCOPP.EQ.0)) WRITE(6 9 203) WMUP9CP
tFI(NPUCPP.EC.I).ANO.(NCCPP.EQ.1)) WRITE(6 9 204) WMUP9CP
IF(hCCNP. EG . 0) WR ITE(69205)
IFIhCCNP.EQ.I) WRITE(69206 ) (CONEPII ) 9I=19iNCONEP)








IF(I S . GE.STPIL91)) . A^O.(L.LT,NST)) L=L+l
K=Lm2*IL/2)
IF(K.EC.0) A14AG( I1=0.
20	 IF( K.EQ.1) APAGII )=BOT*CT/tl®@ISTP(L821 ♦S-STP(L91i)*BOT)
WRITE(691000)
CC ®O I = 19NNN2PI
J2=2
IFII * EQ . I) J2=1
®C TS J=19J2
L=i*#J®1)*hKN2
A(19J) =TT®A Y* TYPE(L)
A(39J)=ACONE(L)
A(49J)=ACLCCK(L)






1CC FCRMAT(// 40X933HPRECICTED CCNSTANT ISP TRAJECTORY)
15C FORMATI/ 2X918HC0MMCK OLCCK 1NPUT915X2HLE9F7.2915X2H®OrF7.2r
C15X5h1ANKS#F7.2)
2CO FORMAT(/ 2X916HEFFICIENCY (ETA)9F10.39
C3CX33HPOWERPLANT SPECIFIC PASS {ALPHAW)sF10.392X5HKG/KK)
201 FORMAT(/ 2X935HSPECIFIEO POWERPLANT FRACTION (P'uW)•F10.3911X
C30HSPECIFIED EXHAUST VELOCITY (C)eFI0.3e2X6HKM/SEC)
202 FCRMAT(/ 2Xs3514SPECIFIE® POWERPLANT FRACTION 04UM),F10.3s11X
C30MCPTINIZED EXHAUST VELOCITY (C)9FIO.392X6HKM/SEC)
20 FORMAT(/ 2X935H0PTIMIZE® POWkRPLANT FRACTION IMUW)sF10.3911X
C30HSPECIFIEC EXHAUST VELOCITY IC)sF10.392X6HKM/SEC)
204 FORMATI/ 2X935HOPTIMIZEO POWERPLANT FRACTION (MUW)9F10.3911X
C30HOPTIMIZED EXHAUST VELOCITY (C)9FI0.392X6HKM/SEC)
205 FCRPATI/ 2X915HCONE ANGLE FREE)
206 FORMAT(/ 2X * 25HPERMISSI®LE CONE ANGLES 94F9.2)
207 FORMIATI/ 2X925HOPTIMIZE® COME ANGLES
	 94F9.2)
208 FURMAT I/ 2X 919HCONSTANT ISP J I J(;) .F 10.3 9 2X7HM2/SEC 39
CISX15HTHRLST CURAT10N9F10.392X4HOAYS.
C// 2X925HFIMAL MASS FRACTION (MU1)9F10.39




























IPoPLICIT REAL*B(A —H * ®°Z)	 360 IN
COMMCN/PXXPX/PX(31*6)*PXX(31*31*6)*X(30*6)*DX130*6)*DUM1(2*6)
COPPoON/STATE/x((8(30 * 6) * ALO(3 * 2) *P®
CCOOCN/GRANGE/DX1430 * 6) *CX2(30*63*0A9L1(3*Z)*DAL213*2l
CCMPCN/CONSL/A(5,5*2)®AA(5*5,2)*RA(5*592),11(10*2)*V(10,2)*CHER(103
COP PEN/TIYEC/TT * T(6)vYACUM(7) * T1(6)tT2t6) * T3t6) rTP(6) *TTP





CCMMCN/SKRCHI /XV( 301 # BAXVi( 30) #WV(30) * 0(34)) * C(30) t G(90) *
CVX16.2)*V6XA(6*3*2)*VXAA1154*2)*AL(3*2)*DAL(3*23
RCS=.5 *RC**2
DC 1C NB=1 * 2
CC 10 K=1*3
ALIK*NB3=ALO(K*NUJ+RC*DAL1(K*NB)+R®S*DAL2(K*N®)










IE(NCRDER.LT * I) GC TO 50
OC 40 NR=1 * 2
NAA =hA(NR)




•	 P^l^=MMM C P4 )
K=KP(PsNS)
1=0.
® C 3C Ml=1*NAA
K1 =KAf pl*N®)








IFiCN®ER12.GT . 01.AN®.((LN.NE . 1).OR. (NA(1).EQ.0)).AND.
Cf(LN * KE.NL) . VR,tNAi2) . EQ.0l3) GO TO 90
CALL MULT3(V*X(1#LN)PXV*NC)=NP)
CALL MULT4f 8A * XVgSAXV v hVvNPvN * 1)
CALL WYD ER
CtTACL,P(LN),T(Lh)vTP(LN)*XV*8AXV*BAXV*NV*0*Q * G,G*G*Z * N®R®ER)
P=P+Z*T3(LN)
IFINCR®ER.LT . 1) G® TO 90
CALL P+ULT3(V*CX(1*LN),XV*N®*NP)
CALL PULT4(8A 9 XV*®AXV*1Y0 , NP*N*1)
CALL MULT2(XV * 0*Z*ND#NP)
CALL PULT2f8AXV * 0*W,NC*NP)
PRC=PR®+2.*T3tLN) * (w4Z)




SUORCLTINE DEbb[V)T3* PX*WXX•P®[AG*PXSAVeW*C*O*G *G® *H)
IPp PL ICI T REAL *® (A — HvC — Z )	 360 IN
CIDMMGN/®PT[CNBNPI *NP29NBI , Nb2tNVl*NV2*NPO
CCPPCN/PARAP/hLvNCtNP*N4NPOrNPM19NO29NP02#NP019NO*NH*NAP
C®MMCN/SKRCffi2/P(1O)9R(10910)9S(L0910)
COPPCh/GONS1/A(59592) 9AA( 5 9 592) vBA(5, 5 9 2) 9 UI l092) 9 VI 1 ] 9 21 9 CHER1 101



























I F (NFLAG.EQ.1 ) GO TI) 84
Z=S(I1912)+G(I19M29M I)*6(llt l2)+0( 1291 t)*G(129M1t9M12)

































i= . 1*(R(Ilp (2)+V( [1 * 1)*R(2 * 12)+11( 11,2)*R(NPM1, I2) )
[FthFLAG.EQ. i ) GU TO 95
KL=MIN0(KleK2I







CCN T I NUE





























03.4477009.623CO00 * .342300092.42570095.512300 * 5.512300 * 5230.09
(L.CCCCOO 9 0.OCGOG0 9 0.CCOCOO#0.00000090.000000 * 0.0000009 0000.09
C2.767500 * .U759OOO 9 .1851270,i.405230#2.6593009.91404609 0952.5,
S. ICCCCOO * C .Gccoo09a.00000090.00000090.00000090.0000009 0000.0*
X®.CCCC©O 9 C.CCCCO0 9 0.CCOOOOsO.000000 9 0.00000090.0000009 0000.09
EI,458100 9 .223CCOO 9 .189000095.3059C0 ' 2.13050091.9714009- 9800.0*
E2.2180009.8470000 9 .2085700x5.832700 9 2.79550092.7955009 4580.09
H17.929009.9670000 9 2.831797#!.012640 * 2.96287192.9628719 6439.0/
CC 1 1=197
L	 F(T)aE(I*h)
IF((ANGL.EQ.O.).AN D.( AYOU . EQ * 1.1) GO TO 5
3	 IF((N.EQ.11).AND.IANGL.NE.0.)) F(3)*ANGL/SUF.
IF ( (N.EC.13 ).ANC. I AYOU.NE.I.) ) F(1)=AYOU	
L4(.(-N.EQ.11) .AND.(ANGL.NE.O.))
((N.NEoll).AND.(A^TGL. NE . 0. })
5	 GCS f I UE 




AP=AMCI GRAV*(0-F ( 7) 1 /(TCON * F(L) **1.51+F ( 6)--FI5) 9PI2)
AE =Ads
DC iCO 0=1925
B=AE- (AE- F 1 2) *SN ( AE ) - AID)/ I 1.--F(2)*CN(AE) )











W( 1)=R*(CN(U)* CNl4F(4))—Sta(U) *CN(F(3))*SN(F(4)))
V(2)=R*(CN(U)* SN(Fd4))+SN(U) *CN(F(3))*CNIF(4)))
V(3)=R*SN(U) *SN(F(3))
VI( 4)=KT*V(1)— A*(SN( U)*CN(F(4))+CNIU)*CN(F(3))*SN(F(4)))
VI S)=RT*VI(?)—A*(SN( U)*SN(F(4))-°CN(U) *CN(F13))*CN(F(4) ):
V(6)=RT*V(3) +A *(CN(U)*SN(F(3)))
GRAYR=GRAVE**2/R * *3
DC 3CO 14=1 * 3
V (P+6 ) =—GRAVR *V (M )












CCPPCN/RARAM/NL * NDeNy P * N#NPO * NPML tND2,NPD2*NPDItND*NHtNAP
CCPPCh/CPTI CA/NP1 * NP2 * NB1 * Nfl2 r NVl *NV929NP®
CUPP+Ch/INDEX/ N1( 6)*N216)*NCP(6).NflLN16)oKV(3,2)•KA(392)*NA(219




IF((NdC2.E®.1 ).ANC.(N6D1.NE.1) ) N81=1
NV1l=NVtL1
NV2=NVL2










y	 y	 6I^ [ [^^ 1 •CC. 1 }.fl^. ^^8^.^®0 1 }	 NAP= Y
DC 20 LN=19NL
NBL N( LN)= 1+(Lh/NL)—(LA/(NL**2))
N1ILN)=1
N2ILN)=NPC
2C NC P (L h) =ND2
OU 22 M=1 PND2
MMM(!+)=M+ 1 1J/INC+1 ))*1 1—(ND/3)}
22 MIM [ M) =M—(M/[RI; +i))*NC
®® 3C NB=1*2
LhK6(NB)=INB -1)*NL + (2— Nb )







NP02P=( NB- 1) *NPC1 +( 2—NB)*IND2+1)




IF(hH-E0.2)	 h2 ( NL)=NP02P+(ND2 —NVK)
° NA(NB) =NVP*(2 —NVP )*( ND— I)+( 1—NBP/2}
DC 25	 1=193
KA(I,NB) = I+hBP/2
25 KV(19NB) = API}2P—MBS*(NA ( NBJ*I—I+ND *( 1—NVP) *( 1—NVP/28)
DG 30 M=19NC2
LM[M,NB)aM+ (NE°- 1} *[hPCI°NC2 *(M /(MeD+1)}}






C(PMEvNNN9PHEM1AX * PVPT980Y * WP gC*ALPHAM9ST9hST1WMUt•P3)
IMPLICIT REAL *6(A— F- 9 U—L)	 360 IN
DIMERSIEN PHE(301)9ST(30)
CCPPCN/NCONS/PI9P I29PI E9GRAV9TCt' N 9V ELCON,PCWCCN9PCDN

























P3=— W#►UL vPU•C 4 ALPHAim4WMU1 ?
IF(TEST.LE.0.) P3=1.E25
I F ( P—P3 ) 6U ` 50 s TO










s0	 IFICA®(P1—P).LT.DELTA1).ANC.IAB4P2—P).LT.UELTAI)) GO tO 95
90	 CONTINUE







WK 3=Pi-E MAX—R0 3
CALL KRCCT(PHEINNN980T#WK39PVTEST,WMU19ST,NST,TEST)
C-PV / (PVTEST*VELCON )
WtOUnAIPHAk*BOT*C**2/(2.*PCWCCN*T*ETA(C))
P3=—WMLL (kMUvC,ALPHAW vwMU1 )
1F(TEST.LT.0. ) P3=1.E25
1F(P3.LT.P) RETURN




















T	 DC 1C® 1=29N
IF(NST.GT .29) GC TC 120
CPHE=PPE(I—PFE(1-1)
IF(O.EQ.0.) GC tC 50
WM=hMC-60T
1F((WM.LE.0.).ANC.(0PHE.GE.0.)) GO TO 12U
























X = 1. *WKO/CPHF
ST(NST)= (FL T(I—I)—X)*UT
WM=WI40—BDT*X


















SUORCL T I ICE L SERCH ( RCO, RO, PRGO. RO t P o PR0 * 1)DER I V 1
1p
t
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A—H * C-1)	 36O IN



























CRC =(RC1 *PRC2-RC2 *PRCI )/( PR02-PRCI)


























IF[ IA®(l. —P/P1a.LT.DELTA).ANC. (AS(1.—P/P2).LT.DELTA),AND.
CIP.LE.PO)) GC TC 104




































20	 DC 90 1=1920
KC 3=RC1+ 4 RC2—RC l ) /TAU













	 80	 IFI ( A®(PI — P) . LT.DELTAI ) . AEI®. (AE(P2 — P).LT . DELTA I) ) CU TO 95
9C	 CCNTIhUE
95	 IF((AR ( PI—P).LT . DELTA2) . AND. (AB ( P2--PIF.LT. D ELTA2) ) GC TO 99





CALL KO PTRIPH E.NNN . PHEMAXoPV,? • RU39WM1l , CtALPHAW , ST,NST • WMUlsP3)





SUBROUT I NE MUU IFY ( PXgDXtDAL1N0RDER)
IMPLICIT REA1*8( A — H,C- 1)
CUMVCN / TIPEC/TT,T(6) : TACUM ( T),Ti(6)tT2 ( 6).T3(61.TP(6),TTP 360 IN
04
COOPCN/PARAM/NLeNCoNPaNtNPDoNPM19ND2@NP029NP019NOtNfi,PNAP















IF(NL.EC.I)	 GC TO BO
DC 1C LN=2*KL
0C IC MM L O ND
DX(2vPvLN)=T(LN)*DX(2tPvLN)
OX(NPPitPtLNVeI)=—DXI2rMtLNi *T(LN- 1) /T(LN)
1C DX(NPvPvLh-1)=DX(lrPrLN)





IFth AA.E®.01	 GC TG 100









DC 98 P=I * NP
MM=M+MM?(M)
M1=0I to ( M)
•
I=Il^IMrN^B




I1=l1+VXA(Pf4vK19NB) *® AL ( K 1 9N8)
IFINCR O ER.EC .2) GC TC 94
L=0.
DC, 93 M2 =1 9NAA
K2=KAf P2 rN6B
K3=KI*3*(92-1 )
93	 Zwl + VXAAIPPvK3vNSl * 0AL(K29NB)
YKAI (PM9KlvN8 )=Z
Z2 = Z2 +D A L(Kl vKB )* VX Al(KM, l 9 N6)
94	 GUNTINUE
If 1NCRDER.EQ.1 i VXI (PM#Nb)=Z2
XVAII9MI9N®LB=I2











lt z k+T ( K )
IIT I S.LT * %) GO Tai 11
10	 CONTINUE
it	 S=I.—iW - SB®TtLN
RFTLRN
END
SUORCLTINE MOP(R(PHE t h NoPHEMAXtPVvTtR039C9ALPHAWrST*NSTvWM(Jl)




































®0	 IF((ARIP1®P).LT.CELFAI).AND * (AB(P2— P).LT.®ELTAI)) GO TO 95
90 UN T I tiUE
95	 IF((A®(PI ®P).LT.(iELTA2).AND.(AB(P2 — P).LT * DELTA2)) GO TO 99
A=(RC—RC2) *Pl+(RCI—RC)*P2+(R®2—RO1)*P
B=IRC-RO2)*(RC+R®2)*P1*(RC1-RC)*!RCI+RO)*P2+




P3=-WPUL (RC13, E # AL PHAW j WMU I )
IF(P3.LT.P) RETURN















































IFIL.GT.I) GC TC 75
111 x 091+A( I,J 9 L)*UL; J)
092=092+A# l*Je2)*U?(J)
GU TC 79
75	 191=191+A(J, I t 1) *U1 ( J )
4/2=012 +A t J, I , 2) *U2 ( J )
79	 CONTINUE
1Y ( I ,M) =V2— V l

















DC 3 I =1@h




























SURROLTINE MULT9lAgH , C*NR*N*NS)
IMPLICIT REAL*MIA—Hvb-°I)
CIPEhSION AI(5.5*2)*A2(5*5*2)*A(5*5*2)90(10*l0)*CllOoIO1
®C 1 I*1 *h
K=NP+ I ® I
CC I J=IeN
L=NP 4 L — J
All I*J *I)=R(J *I 1-6(J,K)













SUBAC L T the PATCH I PX, PXX, PXA, P ® G9 NORCER9 NUPT )
I PPL - IC I T REAL*R ( A ®H 9 ®— I )	 360 IN
G®MP(IN/PARAM/NL9NU,NP9N,NPD9NPMI9ND29NPD29NPD19N0•NH•NAP
CQMPCN/TIMEC/TTBT(b)eTACUM(7)9TLI6)9T2(6)9T3(6)9TP(6)tTTP
COMMON /INCEX/N1(6) s1N216) 9 NCP(6) P NBLN ( 6) t KV(3 t 2)YKAI392)v NA(2)9
CNPN®( 2)9LNN ® I2),MMM16) #MIM ( 6)9LMI692 ) 9IM(6,2 ) oKM(6s2)
CCMMCN/BDYQ/PBX ( 6 9 2) 9VXA(69392) 9VXAA ( 6.992)
GC PPCK /CPT I ® 1N/NPI ► NP29 NBl o N O Z P NV I tNV29 NP®
COPPCN/SKRCH I / SAW 1 ( 30, 3) 9 SAV2 (31®DUM®( 31 5 1
CGPMCN/SKRCH2/ XVA(30e2 } 9VXA1(69392)#VXI(692)vDUM2(102)
CIMENSICN PX(31*6)9PXXI3193196)9PXA(3196)9PDG(3196)
DC 49 N8=192
NAME =IAA (N® )
IFINAA . EC.0) GC TU 49.





MM =ir MMtM)	 .
L=LM18^9N^)
Z=Z+PXI LsLN ) *VXA(MP,tK1 9NIA)
IF(NCPT.EG . I) Z=Z+PXA(L9LNI *VXAI(MM9KI9NB)
IFIINCPT . EC .1).AND. ( NH.GT.2).AND.(K1.NE.11)
CZ=Z +PDG(L9LN) * VXAI ( MM,K1sNI)i
22	 CONT INUE
23	 SAV21Pl)=Z





®G 27 P=t t NM
M1r=MhM(M)
L s f4INO( 19LMIM 9 N8) )





K2=KA (M► 2,h8 )
K3=KI+3*(K2 ® 1 )
CC	 37 M!=1, NM
MA P=KMM (M )
L=LP(P,N®)
IEI( NC.EGi3).CR*((NH.FG•3),AND.(K3.NE.1)))
CZ=Z+PX(L ' LN)*VXAAf PM,K3 ' NB I





















i F I NCRUER.L T.2 )	 GC	 TG	 120
DC	 110 Jzl,NP02
NC2J=NC2+J
DC	 110	 I=1 *NC
N® I =NI:+ I
NPDII=NPCI+i





11C PXX(NP®21 9 J * I.N0 1) =Z
120 CONTINUE
DC 140 1=1 *ND





PX INP02I * LN-1)=Z






















IFINL.EQ * I) PXX(L2 * L2eNL)=PX X(L2*L2t4L)+2.*PXXIL2*Lt*t)
OL 190 LN=ttNL











IF(LNf.EQ.1) GC TC 90
NCPL=NCP(LN)
IPM1=N2(LN—I)+l
CC 80 J=1 *ACPL
JLN=dNCPI—I+J
JLdNP 1=N2I LNm 1)—NCP(LN)+J





SLORGLT INE PCER IV I N®RUER )




COPPON/PARAM/NLeND * NPvN * NPD t NPMI
 I NO2 rNPD2 tNPD1 * NCvNH * NAP
C®PPCJN/T[PREQ/TT*T(6)*TACUM(7)*Tt(6)*T2(6),T3(6)*TP(6)*TTP
CCPPCN/CLT/XV(301p6) opAV(30,6)#WV(3©*6)
C®P! P+ GN/CChS1/A(5,5 * 2) * AA(5,5,2) tBA(5,5 * 2),U(10 * 2) *V(10*2),CHEB(i0) 	 s





CALL PULT4I ®A*XV(19LN)*SAXV*N09NP *N,1)
G.•LL wYDER
C( TACUMILN)91(LN$9TR(LN).XV(1 ' LN) @BAXVPAV(1 * LN) * WV(I * LNi) *
GC*QsG,GD,H*PL*NCRDFR)








FUNCTION PMAP (H )

















1 Ht I )=Z*H1 I-1)-H( I-2)





Hf [)=Z*H( 1-1)-H( I42)+4.*W
2 N=K
3 Dc 1C M$19ND
Zme.
CC	 5	 1=19A














CATA A19A1 9 A39A4rA5 /.6279*.30549-10.037697.1073x-2.0'021/
DATA RPIN 9 PPAX /.6691.396/
FACTCR=AB(SN(TILT/PIF))*EX(—PLCSS*P)
IFI(R.LT.RPIN).OR.(NPO.EQ.0)) GO TU 30
SR=t./SOT(R)
PC=IAI+SR*(A2+SR*iA3+SR*(A4+SR*iA5)))))/R**2IF(NC .LT.I) GC TO 40
P1=®12.*A1+SR*{2.5*A2+SR*t3.*A3+SR*(395*A4+SR*(4.*AS)))))/R**3
PI=FACTOR*P1

















SUBRO U TINE PXS(XC 9DX19XA9AVwWV9PXrPXA9PDGrTP 9T3sNA)
IPPLiCIT REAL*81A—H 9 O°L)
	
360 IN
CCMPCh /COhS1/AI5r592':AA(595x2),BAIS1592)rU`1092)vW(1092) * C"EB( l0)
CIOMM€;N/PARAM/hL t ND 9 NP o No NPDoNPM1 9ND29NPD2 9NPDI*NCsNH*NAP
C ®PPCN /SKRCN1/R1(10)9R2(10)9COI(IO)9CE1t10)9GOI1093)9G181Ur3)9
CG2(1C93)9CAI1U,3) rCO(tOv3)901I1093) 9 O2(10 9 3)9AVII IO93)rXl( 1093)9
CPI 11C 9 3) PCO l 3) 9C 1 (3) 9C A6 3) r DUMI H 59 )
•
CIPthSION XU1 tO,3),DXL(LO,3)•XAf lO,3) ®AV(IC,3),WV(LOf3) 9
CPX(31)9PXA(31),PDG431)




IF(NA.GT.C) CALL M4JLT4 (BA,XA,GA,N® 9 NP P N *
 t )







































IF([A.EC . 2) O1([ rf4 )= Gl { l9M) + GO(lvM)
IFI IA.EQ.3) C0(lvP) = G0l ISM)
IF(IA.EQ.3) 01(IrM) = GI(lrM)
49	 CONTINUE




Ml=hvf l r2)*Col (I )
DC 59 P( = 1 rND
CO (t rP+ ) = N0 *0o (I rM )
C1(I rP) = WO *C1 ( I rM)
C2(l rM) =ail*G0( [ rM) +O1(l *M)
59	 CONTINUE
CALL MULT4(BArC2sG2vN C,NPrNr2)








C01M) = Ftl ( I)*X0f t9N)
Cl (M)=411 I)*xl1 [sM)
1701 IsMI = ^I(I l*CO(I rho)
C2(1vP)=Rl([)*021[wM)
coCG=coco+Co(1rM)*C®(M)
02C0=C2C0+V2 (1 rho) *CO (M )
COCI=C0c1+Co(lrM)*C1(M)
CCAV=G0AW+C06l,M)*AV ld vM)
OCAVl=00AVl+ W1qM)*AV 1 (irM)













I)Pa 99 M=I *NO
Km—NC+M
DC 99 I=I *NP
K=K+hD





II` (NA.EQ.0 )	 CC TC 200





IMPLICIT REAL *8(A —Hod-Z)	 360 IN
CIPENSION X(3096)*XVf1093*61*G(3)
COPOCN/TIPEGlTT * T(6)tTACUMt7) * TI(6)tT2(6)9T3(6)9TP( 6)9TTP
C®PPON/CCNSl/A(5t5t2) t AA(5 * 5 * 29 oBA(59592) * U` I0 * 2) alit 1092) . * CHEO( I.0)




S=W+TP I LNP) *CHEH ( I )
CALL MC0LEG(T*NL*5*LN)



















IRPLIGIT REAL*8(A ®f9,C — /)	 360	 IN



















IF(UmE®.N)	 CC	 TC	 3













COMMON/NCCNS/PI • p I 2 * PiF oGRAV, ICON*VELCONtPOWCONvPCON








CC 30 I =tr20
CALL KROCTIPHE*ANSI#80ttMKLPWJVTST:WMU1*ST*NST*TEST)
WJVMAX=AMX ( WJVMAX t%JV TST )
IMEST.LT.0o) WJVTST=I.E25
PL*biJVTST




WKL zWK+( TAU+ t.) * ( WKH — WK )
30	 CCNTINUE
4C	 00 5 I=t*25
wK=.5*( WKH+wKL )
CALL KRCO T( PHEsNNN900ttWK,WJVTSTtWMUL,ST,NST,TEST)
WJVPAX=AMx t kJVPAX 9%JVTST )
IF$TEST.LT.O.) %JVTST=1.E25
IF(WJV — WJVTST) 2093




IF(IWJVMAX.LT.%JV) * ANU * IPH.EC * wJVTST)) GO TO 6
PH=%JVrST




5	 CCN T I hLE
6	 WPU1=1.—WJV/WJVMAX
RETLRN
5C	 %X =I ( PH- hJV)*^%KL—IPL—WJV)*WKH)/(PH--PL)




IMPLICIT RtAL*S(A—H 9 C — L)	 360 IN
LCC ICAL CVRG 19CVRG2 9 CVR63 9CVRG4
EXTERNAL CUkRV19CVkRV2
CCM p Ch/CT'h51/Al5,5 ' 2)@AA(5e592)96A(5s592)tU(1092)9V(1092) ' CHEBI IO)CCOOO120
COMMON/STATEm 3096)#AL(392)9P
CGMMCN/OUT/X11(3096)9AV(309 6) 9WV(3096)
CCPPCN / PXXPX / PX(3196 )9 PXX (3193196 ) 9PXSAV ( 3196)*PUffAG(3196)
CCMPCN /COEI-C /CC(9)9COEF(9 ) 9NCCEF
CCMrON / INCEX/NI(6)9N2(6)9NCP(6)9NBLN(6)9KV(392)9KA(392)9NAl2)e
CKPNO(21 9LNNH12)#MPM(6)9P[M(6)9LM(6e2)e lM ( 692)9KM(692)
a-'	 COPMCN /CHAtq(;E/DX1 (3[) 9 6) eUX2t3Os6)9DAL1 (3r2) 9 DAL2( 392)
COOMCN/PARAM/ALeND9NP9hsNPD9NPMI9ND?9NPD29NPD19N09NHoNAP
COP MCN/DPTIOlen/NP 19NP29NHl9 Nb29NV19NV29NPO
CCPPCN / TIPFC / TT 9 T ( 6) 9TACUP ( 7) 9 T1 ( 6) sT2 ( 6)9T3(6),TP(6)9TTP
CC)PPCN/SKRCh2/XVA( 3092) * VXA1 (6 $ 392? #VXI ( 6 9 2) 9®UM2(IO2)
CLOPCN /CVRG/CVRG1 9CVRG29CVRG39CVRG4
CCPPCN/ITER/IT9NRFIX9NHFIX









IF( (KC.EC.2).ANC,. ((NV1.NE.1 ).AND.(NV2.NE.1)) ) NH=2
1F((Ni:.EC.2).An^.(NHFIX.E^.1)# NH=2
CALL PATCH (PX9PXX9PXSAV9PDIAGv290)
CALL SWRCCT( PXXoNLe` itN? 9NCP t NAP 9NS(ICC)
.







15 PXKII,J ® LN )=PXXIJ:I,LN)
PXI I*LN ) =PXSAV( I*LN)
PXXfIvIvLN)=P0lAG(I,LN)












^ UC 4C LN=1, NL
40 DX21I,LN)=0.
CALL BAKSLB IPXX,PX,PX,NL•N1tN29NCPfNAPI
CALL POI)IFV( PXg®X1 s®AL1, 1 )
Rte=1.
CALL COERV2(RG*P*PR0v0)
IF(P.LT.(1.001*PO))	 GC	 TO 260	 •






CPXI19 LN1rPXSAV#1*LN ) *P®IAG(LoLN)sTP(LN)sT3(LN),NAA)
180 CONTINUE
GALL PAT0°(P9rPXXgPXSAV # P®IAGv 1s 1 )
CALL BAKSLB( PXX,PX,PXoNL,Nl.N2sNCP:NAP6
GALL P0DlFVlPX*DX2M0AL2.2)
220 CCN T i NICE
IFINC.EQ.3)	 CVRC3 = .FALSE°
ti
DO 23C I = I9NCCEF
23C CLEF # H =0.
DC 255 LN=19NL






CALL C0ERV1 (RC0gP0jPRC0 9 1 )
RCm.1
CALL V0ERV1 (RC9P9PRC39I )
CALL LSERCH ( RC09POvPRC4)9R09P9PROPODERVI)
CULL C0ERV2(RC9P9PRC91)
lF(P.LT.(1.0C1*P0)I GC TO 260
CALL L SERCH ( RCO 9 PO9 PRE09 RC 9 P, PRC 9 COERV2 )
26C UN T ME
RCS=.S*R®**2
QC 280 LN=l9NL
DC 280 I=1 9NPE
280 g ( I 9 LN)= X(I 9LN)+RO *DXI (19L. N)+RCS*DX2(I @LN)
w	 CL 290 NR=192
DC 290 K*193
29C AL(K®NE)=AL(K,NB)+RC*DALI(K9ND)+ROS*DAL2(K*NB)
IF((iii^-FIX . EQ.i )* AND. ( NHFIX . EC.0)) NHFIX=O
IF((RC.LT..1).AKU. ( N®FIX.EQ.0).A,'iD . (NH.EQ . 3)9 NHFIX=1	 •
RE FLRJ%
END
SUORCUTINE SCRL ' CT t A 9NL 9 N1 9N2 9NCP9NAP9NSUCC )





































IF(J.EQ.NCP3) CC TO 20
VC 10 K=NCP3,JM1
10 Z=Z—A(J,K:LN) * *2
20 CONTINUE
IF I Z.LE.O. ) RETURN
A(J,J,LN)=1./SCT(Z)
IF(J.EQ.NCP4)	 GC TC 45
DC 35 I=JP1*NCP4
I=Ai I,J,LN )
IF(J.EQ.NCP3)	 GC TC 35
DG 30 K=NCP39JP1





°F(NAP.EG.0) GO TO 78



















COPMOiN/STATE/di( 1093 * [+) 9AL(392) tP
CCPPCN/PARAM/NL*NO9NP9NoNPD,NPM19N®29NP®29NP01*N09NH*NAP
COMMCN/TIMEC/TT*T(6)`9TACUM(7)9Tl(6)9T2(6),T3(6)9TP(6)9TTP




IFINT.EQ.1) GC TO 4













































RIS = T T*Flt T/R











































STARTF = 8*S*(CI+S*(G1-DZ )*.5)
IF(S,GT.L . 4 B) STARTF=STARTF #. 5*(S+R°l .)** 2*01*(l.°B)/®
IF(S.LT.8) CC TO 2












CGPPON/TIPsEQ/TT, T(I3) sTACUM ( 7)sTI ( 6)sT2(6) , T3(6),TPf6)•TTP
COPMON /CCNS1 /A(5,5,2),A,A(59592)*8A(5*5,2)sU(10#2),V (10,2 ) *CHEO(LO)
COMMON/PXXPX/P(301).PHE(301)*TAU(301)90UM 1 (5421)
CGMPCN /MAXNLG /MAXNL
D IPo ENSIM X(30•6) • XV(10 , 3s6),G(3)
DATA NPPL,EXP I c EXP2 /209—.759—.50/
IFfhL .EQ.i.AN0 . NLP .EC . 1) RETURN
NLP=P lNOfNLPsPAXNL)
OU SC LN= I PNL
CALL MULT3tV , X(19LN I *XV(I*I , LN),ND•NP)





CALL MODLEG ( T*NL , TS,LN)
CULL P0LEVL ( Xf1tLN ) vG'TS#ND t NPvNro)
Z=O.
DC 2 M= 1,hV
2	 Z=Z*G(M)**2












6	 TP(NLP21) = TP(NLP2I)—TP(NLPlI)
10
lo




IMPLICIT REAL *® ( A®h,O9 L )	 360 IN
CCMMON? tiCCNS ®PI,PI? aP IF@fRAV,TCON,VELCONsPOWCON,PCON
DIMENSION AL( 3),VX(6) , VXA(6t3 ) sVXAAt6 ' 3r3)PVI 12)




SAL2=SN ( AL ( 2) )
CAL32CNtALI3))




IF#NV.NE. i ) IBC TO 15




















<i.	 ..^ J!^ (!y k^ y ^, -:^^s	 ra:




C(KC,PN,NPL19NPL2 9 NPC1 tNOD2pNVLI9NVL2•DAl9DA29HVI#HV29NPOW*NT)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H90-2)
REAL PRAT19PRAT29RRRIeRRR29VEL19VEL29DD19DD2
LOGICAL CVRGI9CVRG2 , CVRG39CVRG4





CNPNB ( 2),LNNR12) . MMM16 ) 9MIM16 ) 9LM(6t2) 9 IM(692 ) 9KM(692)





COMMON/NCCN S/PI9PI29PIF9 GRAVt TCON9 VELCCN,PONC ON 9PCON
CCPPCh / INTOUT / R%N®NCCiNTT 9 ITT,HHI9P H2
COMPCN / PANDR / VEL1 9 PRAT19 PRAT2 9




COMM O N/MAXNL G /MAXNI
CIPENSION G1(3),GNL(3)







































CALL STAAI [ Rhh,hLP,NT)
15	 CQN T INUE
NPO=NP*NC
NO2=2*ND
NPD I =NPD- KC
NPC2=NPD—ND2







IF((KTT.EC .I).AND.(If.Cf.l9.ANC.(TEST.LT .i.)) NB FIX = O
IF($NTT.EC.1 ). A PED. (TEST.GT.1.) ) NBFIX=1
IF( IhIT.EC.0).ANC.(NL.LE.3) ) NBFIx=O
CALL INCCAL(NPLl9N8C29NVLI9NVL29NBFIX)
CALL SEARCH




























IF(((NF.EC.1).A%D.(NL.EQ.NLP)).0R * INF.EQ.2))	 GO	 TO	 925
IF(Ih L.EQ * PAXKL).AND.INF.EQ.1)) 	 NF=2
IF(NF.EQ.C)	 NF =1
CALL	 TSMIFT(X,XVtNL,NLP,N®,NP,N)
O-A GC	 TC 15













DC 975 14 =19ND
6CYIM,1,1)-X(LvMvl)


















RRAiT^=l . /UV (VP rT1-}**2
CC2=TCCN*AL(192)	
^e
IF(NVI . E®.2) AL(291) = ATN2 ( AV(19291 ) 9AV(19191))
IF(N V2 . EQ.2) AL ( 292)=ATN2 ( AV(NP929NL)*AVINP • 1,NL))
IF( (hV1.EC.2).ANC.(NC.lEil.3) )
CAL(391) =ATN ( AV$1,391)/SCT(AV ( 19291)**2+AVil,lsl)**2))
IFI (NV2.EC.2).AA©.1N%EC.3) )
CAL(392 ) =ATN(AV(NP . 3 9 NL) / SCT(AV ( NP92 9 NL)**2+AV(N P919NL)**2))
IF(NV1.EC.01 AL(291) = ATN2(G1(2)9GI(1) )
IFINV2 . EQ * O) AL ( 2 9 2) =ATN2(GNL(2) * GNL(I) )
IFI (NV1.EC.0).ANC.(4O.EG.3) )
CAL(39L)=ATNIGI (3) /SCTiG!(1)**2+G1(2)**2))
IF( (hV2.EC . 0).AND. ( N D.EC.3) )
CAL1392)=ATN(GKL(3)/SGT(6NL(1)**2+(.NL(2)**2))
CC 985 LN=I#KL
CALL MLLT3(V*X(1 . 19LN ) 9XV(19LN ) 9NOPNP)
CALL Mt)LT4(A9XV ( 19LN)9XV ( t9LN ) *NC:NP*N91)
CALL PPULT4 ( A9AV(1919LN ) 9AV(1919LN) , NUPNP9N9l)
CALL Pp ULT4 ( A96V ( 1 9 LN) 9wV(19LN ) 919NP9Ntl )
OL 98C M=19NU
CC 9dC 1=19NP




RDY(P9392 ) = T2(NL ) * AV(NPtPvNL )
Iii=R1 ♦ X (ttV9 t) **2
R2=R24XINP9M9NL)**2
G1(P)=X ( 2 9 P'91) / Till — V1 (M+3)
GNL(P) =— X(NPPi I,P pNL) /T(NL)—V2( M +3)
It=t1*G1(P)**2
12=12* NL(P)**2
= SCT(11 ) / VELCON
F	 CT(Z2)/VEL
PRAT	 V ( 1 9 1
PRAT2 = IA	 9wL )










CALL POLEVLIAVi l * loNL) tGNL.R2*NDeNPsNtI
CC 990 M=1*ND





LCC9 FORPATI//4X39HFOLLOWING TRAJECTORY FAILED TO CONVERGE)
END
SUBRUTINE VTCUT
IPPL ICI T REAL*B( A —H * C-°Z )
REAL TIL19PLOSS*ANGL*AYOUIELEM*RNNsHHt*HH2
C0PPCh/CCLNT/ NC0UN T * NLP







COPPCh/ELEPNT/ELEM 1 T )
COMMON/STATE/%[ lOt3 t 6) * AL13 * 2) eP
COPPCN/OUT/XV (30 *
 6) * AV (30 *
 6) * WV ( 30.6 )
CCMPCN/NCCNS/PI*PI2*PIF*GRAV*TCON*VELCON*POWCUN*PCON









WRITE16 * 9C) NCCUNT
WRITE$6 * 921 NCC*RNN*NPl*NP2,NB1*NB2*MVL*NV2*D!*D2*HHl*HH2®NP®*NTT
























CALL P0LEVL(XVd1tLN ) sGtStNDeNP9N#0)













IFt (l— ZSAV).GT.180. )
	
Z=Z®360.
16 IF(dZ-°ZSAV).LT.-180.) 	 Z=Z+360.
17 8(6) =Z
ZSAV=Z




92 FORMATU M SHCALL LIST INPUT t 15Xt
163HhC RN	 NPI	 IMP? N81 NB2 NV 1 NV2	 DI	 02	 Hi	 H2	 NPO NT
2/29Xtl3tF5.1913e5l49F8.19F7.192F6.1?13t14)
94 FCRPA T (/ 1 X 18HCCMMON BLOCK	 I NPUT e l ?X t
1261-TILT	 PLOSS
	 ANGL	 AYOU,/3OX,F5.19F8.2,F7.1tF7.1)
95 FCRMAT d /1 X 18HCCPPGN BLGGK
	






C892HE5s8X2hLh v8X2HE 7, / 3UXeF la. ,j,5F I0. 7,F 7.1 )
^GR1V ATt/IX19PINTERNAL PARAPETERS,IlXs6HNL NIT,/31X,12,14)
FCRPAT(/lX6HCLTPUTo24X a
124HC I
	 f- l	 AL I
	
RE 1 , SX, 3OH02	 H2	 ALZ	 BE2
`2/28XtF7.1,T6.1,FS.ItFT.194X9F7.lrF6.1sF3.l9F7.1eF .3)
FCRPAT( F9.2 9 4F8.'I,6FA.2,F8.3,BK 9 3F8.3 )




FLNCTICN hPLL f hMU,C94LPHAWjWMUI )
IMPLICIT €SEAL*R(A—f , ,C--1 )
RkAL TANKS
CCOPCK I INERTS/TANKS










SLORCLTINE WYCERI TO,TL • TP,XV i SAlail , AVtWV * OtUtGoGD*HtP'NORDERI
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A—H t L- 1T	 360 IN
Cr,MPCN/tIPTION/NPI ,NP2,NB1 ,K82,NVl,NV2,NPO
CCPPC N / PAReAM / hL a ND#NP # N, NPD, NPM 1 , N0 C • NPDx , NPD 1 ' ND, Nit, NAP
CCPPCK/CCKSI/ A 85v5t2),AA85s5.2),HAf 5 t.5 R s b4U1109289Vt 10128 vLHE3( 10)
DIMENSION XV(IC 9 3),HAXV(1093),AV(IO,3)PWVi I0 , 3)@RV (I0)*0(10,3),
CCi lCo3) 9G(I0,393),GD(IOt3o3)*H(10,'3•3)
GIPEASION RXV(3 ; gRL13 ) tRAV13),RHV$3 ) tQQ(3)








CALL	 ,PC,PI PP2 )
WV€ l,l)=1./scr(PO)
Ir (hLRUEM.GT.L) ^tV(I s2) =— F'1*RV( 1)/f2.*PO)
IFIRCRCER.GT.I)	 WVI I,3)=—P2*RVi l)**2/I2.*PD)
C+i%V( I,2)* (3.*6V(l s2)—l. )
DC 35 M=LsND




















PICA V = RCAV+PAC ( M) *RAV ( M° )
4S RQH V=RQHV+Q ( I, P M ) *RHV I P)




60 CC	 79 MI =I,NC
CI I t ki )=R3*Cl l * P l )+RQaV*RXV(MI )
I F I hCROER . L T. 2 )
	
GC	 TC 79
CC 75 M2 =19ND
G(I tPl * M2)=RC(kl)*WVI I,2)*RXV(M2)
75 .	 H(19Pp l,MP2) = RXV(M°2)*RHV(P I )
H( I @ Pl t MI) =H( I #P ltMl) +R3





77 GC(IsMI9P 2)= RXV(M1)*QCIM2)+RXVIM2!*G)Q(ml)













IMPLICIT	 REAL*8[A —H,U—Z) 360 IN	 a











IMPL ICI T REAL * 8(A—H2O—Z) 360 IN





IMPLICIT REAL*8(A—H,C-1) 360 IN
AMN*CMINT`X,YI 360 IN




IMPLICIT	 REAL*8(A—H,0-1) 360 IN
AP x=CMAXI ( X, Y) 360 IN




IM PLICIT	 REAL*8(A-H90— Z) 360 IN











{IMPLICIT REAL*SIA —H2O—Z) 360 IN
Cti=CG[]S I X) 360 IN










IMPLICIT	 REAL*I BA-J-,C-1) 360 IN





IMPLICIT REAL*8%# A-Hv0-Z) 360 IN
SN=CSINIXD 360 IN




IMPLICIT REAL*RIA-H,C-Z) 360 IN
SCT*OSCRTICAbS(X)) 360 IN




IMPLICIT	 REAL*S(A-HsC-Z) 360 IN
REAL T I LT, PLCSS * ANGL * AYGU, E, 88, DU, TANK 5
CCMMCA/INERTS/TANKS
CC1MPOWTHRUST/809CC
COMPOW. ELEIA NT/E H 7'
COP PCN/CCLh T / hCCUNT * NLP
CCIMMCN/MlAXNLG/PAXNL
CGMt4 iN/NCONS/P[*PI2*P[F*GRAVoTCONsVELCON*PCWCCNPPCON





DATA PI*PI2*PIFiGRAVvYCUN *VELCONtPONCON *RCON
C/3.1415926535898t6.2831®53071796*57.295'79513082*6.2831853071796*
C365.25*,21U4v3t557.5*.7121/
OATA VX * VXA * VXAA /156*0./
DATA TILT * PLCSS /q0.*0./
DATA ANGL * AYOU /0. a 1./
CATA E /7*0./
DATA TANKS /C./









INSERT PATCII,PDERIV,PXS, REDIST , SEARCH* S®RDQT,START,STARTFeTSHIFT
INSERT VCAL tWYDER
ENTRY MAIN
F
wd
CD
•
t
